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$1.00 a suit. This is the best
the market for the price.

WINTTER

1

thing

J

CLOTHING.!
$

from $3.50 up.
MEN’S SUITS,
YOUTHS’ SUITS,
$3.00 up,
HOYS’ SUITS, 3 pieces, from 12 to 17, from $3.00 up.
OVERCOATS, from $3.50 up.
ULSTERS, from $4.00 up.
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Kew line of Full and Winter Headgear received this morning.

Mrs.
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lodge, F. and A. M., will give

Thursday evening,

sociable

are

Dec. 19.

All

invited.

Mrs. Herman

Eckenagucia has gone to
New York to spend the winter with her

employment there.
regular meeting of Lejok lodge

husband who has
At the

Friday evening,
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will be considered.

A full
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Phillips,

Christmas Candies in Profusion.

Saturday.

BRUSHES,

Main street,

•*Kiiaw

Prescription Druggists,
Opp. Post Office, ELLSWORTH

rtli.

Friday,
:
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protest against giving second money

Harry P.

was

filed

by

one

of the other

drivers, and the case was submitted to
the National Trotting association.
The association, as already stated, reverses the decision of the judges, bolding
that, not having started in the fourth
heat, Harry P. was not entitled to second
money.
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MEASURE.

We have Teas and Coffees that are sure to suit you, no matter
We
how particular you are about the flavor and goodness.
get all our “beverage makers” direct from the localities they
and so can
grew in; we have our own special importers,
Why not
guarantee every pound to be A 1. tip-top quality.

paqe o.)

Dec 13. at

Unitarian vestry, 7 45

Entertainment by
o’clock
Welch’s Sunday school class.
15 cents.
—

Mrs.

C

1.

Admission,

Monday, Dec. 16, at Hancock hall—Conglee club, under auspices

try

us

;,

once?

j

CO.,
Those handsome presents we CHINA & JAPAN
Hanager,
B.
Holmes,
Rwould
make
splendid
give away
28 main st. ellsworth.
Christmas gifts. Look at them.
TEA

Tuesday, Dec. 17, at Hancock ball, S 15
Jarley’s Wax Works, under

O.

W.

TAPEEY,

.irtlflft

General Insurance and Real Estate
We write all kinds of Insurance, buy and sell Real
Estate, apd collect rents. Also sell first-class Municipal and Railroad bonds.

Agent.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDINQ,-ELLSWORTH.

p. m.—Mrs.
auspices of

December social committee
Congregational "»ooiety, and management
! of Miss Mary Haidon MeCobb, of Portland.
Tickets, 25 cents; reserved s< a is, 35
cents. SeHts may be obtained at Parcher’s
i drug store after 9 a. in. Saturday, Dec. 14

1

Thursday evening, Dec. 19, at Manuing
lodge. All
; hall—Sociable by Esoteric
I

Masons

1

i

c.

A
to

cert by U. of M.
Ouasouson club.

WIGGIN& MOORE,
I

V.

a
so

announced.

11,
Wednesday,
vestry,
o’clock—Circle supper; 15 cents.
Thursday. Dec. 12, at Hancock hall—
| Band concert ami ball, by Ticonic hose
; company, Ellsworth Falls, benefit to W.

(

prize.
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COMBS,

X

horse should not start in the condition he
was, and sent him to the stable, with
promise of second money, and it was

Wednesday, Dec. 11, at Odd Feliows
by Donaqua lodge, K.of P.
Tickets, including supper, 75 cents per
couple; extra ladles, 25 cents.

Sachet Powder, Etc.

S. E. CHAPMAN,

heat, however, intending to

D. W iisou.

PERFUME,

Anybody who is fortunate
enough to capture a box of

iny chocolates, fancy package, has gained a valuable

::

|

with

Unitarian

:■I
>.

him around the track for the purpose
of saving second money, as he had a right
to do. The judges, however, thought the

hill—Sociable

Dec.

c

MORANG

invited.

Tickets,

50

ceuts

a

tuple; extra ladies, 25 cents

DEPARTMENT STORE.

dolls, books, games, baskets,
CHINA WARE, PICTURES, CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS, FUR
COLLARS, JACKETS and CAPES, MEN’S SMOKING JACKKID GLOVES,
EBONY WARE,
ETS and BATH ROBES,

CHRISTMAS GOODS-

lined,

HANDKERCHIEFS,

MUFFLERS.

VISIT THE BIG DEPARTMENT STO
ELLSWORTH, HA1NE.

h

jog

Howie, son of B. T. Sovvle, !
U S. navy for four
He left Ellsworth on Thanksgivyears.
ing Day, succesafully passed his txam-

COMING

: ir,

?
;

His driver had him out with the horses
at the fourth

at 7 30 o’clock.

on

}
■<

start in the fourth heat.

Maurice E.

Hanlcure and Toilet Sets,

;

..

b.

of

value to you.

FANCY

Sale

Mr.

Blaisdell, State street, Sat-

(Continued

*

of Bryan, just after the heat
finished, pulled up his horse rather
quickly, and swerved slightly. Harry P.,
which was following closely, pat his foot
through the wheel of Bryan’s sulky, laming himself so that be was hardly fit to

follows: J. A.

stretch your dollars this
What we have in the line

holiday goods were bought extremely close, and we sell them
on a narrower margin than most I
dealers care to.
Haying here,
you will surely buy aright. Here

A PRIZE.

Special Candy

25.

was

mancfac-

meeting

at

the driver

of

per lb.

CAPTURING

J|

a

on

Sfcfocrt teenunt*.

re-

case

The judges at the Bluehiil race evidentCunningham, venerable
ly exceeded their authority when they
M.
M.
Horace
Mertz,
advisor;
counsellor;
j
Harry P. second money.
F. Weseott, banker; Fred L. Mason, clerk; promised
Willis M. Foster,escort; Charles I. Staples, :
How Arc Your Kidneys t
watchman; Charles Pio, sentry; H. W.
Pr. Hobbs' Sparasus Pills euro all kidney ills. Sam*
Co.. Chicago or N. V
Osgood, pb>sician; F. R. Moore, member j lefree Add Sterling Remedy

Atomizers,

market
for raw furs of every kind. ] \
Have had life-long expe- ..
rience ill handling them.
I have bought out the IT. |
It. Phillips store near the It.
K. Station, where, in addition to the handling of furs, T
I shall keep a general gro- A
eery and provision store.

There wi!l be

judges in a
Wednesday, Sept.

of the

that

Trotting
week

to second money without question if he
had finished the race. In the third heat,

has enlisted in the

J. A. Cunningham.
T'H-Ht

for the

York last

board of managers for three years.

& WESCOTT

-I-f-: 1 t '1"M-1-1' 1

garden farm.

of the National
New

circumstances of the race were aw
follows: The horse Harry P., owned by
H. B. Phillips, of Ellsworth, took the
first beat in the 2.30 class, and trotted the
next two. He would have been entitled

The Ellsworth camp of Modern Woodmen of America last week elected officers

KEHHHiMKXIBnHaaMMnSHB

CIGARS,
l' l

as a

Association Re

of the Judges.

The

Lamoine,

farm at

of the mill

urday evening

DOLLARS

that

large line of Andirons, Tire

STRATTON

use

forwarded.

DATES, sc per lb

Sets, Screens, etc.

Hagen

at

Bluehiil fair

day, and will move to his farm soon.
James A. Thissell, the Bangor lumberman, has purchased the entire stock of
box boards and unmanufactured stock
at the Trenton lumber mill, Bayslde, and
He
is shipping box-shooks to Bangor.

CHRISTMAS

ISC

verses

Russell arrived in Ellsworth last Wednes-

Mrs. Martha J.

year.
ni.XEO NUTS,

the Ira

and will conduct it

to go around at Christmas time,

Shears,

that

The decision
association

it
ture of the stock and is running
Wlswell left Monday to j
temporarily.
at
taw
iu
the
court
Augusta.
;
preside
Over thirty charter members for the
also in attendance, j
Justice Emery is
Five Hancock county cases are before the , proposed organization of Daughters of
Liberty in Ellsworth have been obtained,
and uamea are still coming in.
The apaiififrtisnnentB.
plication for a charter has not yet been

Fine Pocket Knives,

Scissors,

of National

verses

P. B. Russell, formerly superintendent
of the B. E. Cole shoe factory, has pur-

COMPETITION

WALNUTS,

Decision

Mrs. C. I. Welch’s class of the UniSunday school will give an entertainment at the Unitarian vestry Friday,
The programme will
Dec. 13, at 7 45.
consist of character songs, a Hag drill, and
a farce “The Train to Mauro”.
yy

chased

woman’s relief corps Is planning fof
sociable on Thursday evening, Dec 1U,
for members of theO. A. R. post, and
relief corps and their families.
The

a

tarian

There is seldom enough money

Razors,
Shaving Sets,
Carving Sets,

BLUE HILL HORSE CASE.

Monday evening at
Dancing will follow the

next

Justice

Confectionery

CUTLERY.

j

owing to bad travelling.

has the

Chief

FRESH

prices

Harbor,

and

the food

of finer flavor, more digeoi-ihle and wholesomeo

have

Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., worked
degree on two candidates last
Thursday evening. District Deputy A.
B. Hutchins, of Orland, was expected to
pay his official visit, but was unable to

as

of all kinds at

Harmon

the third

desired.

Holiday

Goods, don’t forget
that we are headquarters for everything in

It will make

concert.

STRETCHING
buying

George

here from Southwest

will take

i

BYRN.

OWEN

::

J

..*
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the

at the American house.

Masons and their families

WOOL-FLEECED UNDERWEAR.

!I

at

supper

vestry this evening at 6o’clock.

stopping

“

The concert by the University of Maine
glee club, under the auspices of the Onasouson club of the Ellsworth high school,

atteud

Frank and Wiiliatn.

Esoteric

<>

County

clerk in

Dr. Abby M. Fuiton returned from
Southwest Harbor recently, and at present

particulars.

is

::

in

was

Mrs. Ann McDonald baa gone to Pittsburg, Pa., to spend the winter with her
sons

Write ns for furthur

be

ceipt
ing powder use Royal.”

was

thirty

living with Mrs. Harmon’s parents,
J. T. Crippen. Mr. Harmon
is employed in Mr. Crippen’s store.

Treasurer O. W. Tap ley’s office, la ill.

PAYnENTS on losses are

^WWW^WW

Salisbury,

for

Mr. and Mrs.

ill.

K. Herrick, of Bluehill,
Ellsworth last Friday.

be free from

who

county jail

are

Train from the west arrives at 7.18 a. m., departs for the west at 6.07 p. m. Mall closes for
the west at 5.30 p. m.

E.

worry.

Stonington

of

orchestra will furnish music.

effect Oet 14, 1901.

Jesse Dunham, of Ellsworth Falls, is

Take out a

every rethat calls for bak-

in the office of the Pitta-

Gray,

Hancock hall.

against loss by FIRE.
policy in our agency and

In

The old-fashioned sociable of Douaqua
lodge, K. of P., postponed from last
Wednesday, will take place at Odd
Fellows hall this evening. Monaghan’s

SUNDAY.

qut«e

in

term of supreme court.

East-7.18 a. m., 6X3 p. tn.
Wist—1146 a. m., 6.36 p. m.

Going East—fl.30 a. m., 5 30 p. m.
Going West—li.so a.
5 and 9.30 p.

YOURSELF

rooms

days for wife-beating, appealed and gave
bonds for appearance at tbe April

MAIL CLOSES AT POST OFFICE.

SECURE

Joy’s

|500

AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
First National Bank Building, Ellsworth.

position

a

Arthur

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

C. vV. & F. L. MASON,

Miss

burg Plate Glass Co.
sentenced to the

I vers A Pond Plano Co—Pianos.
New York:
The Pearson Pub Co—Pearson's magazine.

In

holiday trade at
Manning block.

Adams, who has been employed
Portland, spent a few days last week at i
home. He left Sunday for Boston, where I

Boston

Going
Going

sale of

Martin

BLUE II ILL:
Rufus P Urlndle—Notice of foreclosure.

KI.LSWOHTH and BAH HARBOR, HE.

a

in

goods,
groceries, etc.
C L Mo rang—Dry goods, boots and shoes,
J A Cunningham—Confcctlouer.

General Insurance and Real Estate.

Mabel Joy and Grace Lord will
articles in burnt leather for

Mlaaea
have

Pray.

W It Parker Clothing Co-Clothing,
8 F Chapman—Confectionery.
Whiting Bros—Carpets, curtains,dress

GRANT CO.,

H.

tbe court.

THIN WKKK.

A W Greely—Jeweler.
G A Pnreher—Apothecary,
lilies A BurrlM—New market.

|
j

■——*

» NTH

Kxec notice—Est Clara C Waller.
Bankrupt noilce—K»t Franklin P
Healed proposals.
Win gin A Moore—Apothecaries.

j

!

Safety.

with

collateral.

GEO.

\

j

Companies.

Foreisrn

AI»VKKTInK%I

abbmiaemmts.

Ellsworth

Several

N<>- ->Q.

attorneys will leave to-morrow to attend

George II Crosby—Notice of foreclosure,

ME.

REPRESENT THK

Home and

Lowest Rotes

""

ELLSWORTH,

HV

court at this term.
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CHRISTIAN

Tftpte For tbe Wrfk ItcirlnjsInK Dro.
XU—Comment by Her. S. Kt. Doyle.
Tone.—Imperialism of Christianity.—Dan. ii,

EDITED BT

Imperialism Is “the spirit of empire."
An empire consists of a number of
kingdoms united together under one
government and one ruler, usually call-

The purpose* of Ihl* column arc succlnctl}
stated lu the title and motto—U la for the mu
tuai benefit, and aim* to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, It is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*

ed an emperor. The confederation of
the German states is called the German
empire and the title of the ruler emThough the British ruler is
peror.
called a king—the king of England—
yet the government of Great Britain,
including, ns it docs, many kingdoms
and state* under it, is justly called the
British empire. In these senses Christianity has “the spirit c.f empire” and
is an imperialism (though the word is
The
not a happy one) in character.
kingdom of God in this world embraces
all peoples,
nations, kindreds and
tongues and is ruled by God Himself.
God's kingdom is to be an everlastng kingdom. "And in the days of these
k.f.gs shall the God of heaven set up a
katgdom which shall never be destroy
cd.” The kingdoms of this world are
temporal. They rise and fall. They
and wane.
wax
Egypt. Babylon,
Greece, Rome, are names of empires
that, though once they were great and
powerful, have long since lost their
glory and their power. Citizenship in
them was once a coveted privilege, but
today It has no attractions. Not so
will It be‘with the kingdom of God.
God's kingdom is eternal in character,
and the value of citizenship In it will
only Increase with the passing of the
ages.
God's kingdom is to be a worldwide
kingdom. It is to overcome ail opposition to it by winning or destroying all
nations opposed to it. It “shall break
In pieces and consume all these kingdoms,” and its head “shall have dominion from sea to sea and from the
iu

uie

euus

ui

uie earui.

I ui-

zenship in so called worldwide empires
has always been greatly prized and esteemed. Roman citizenship was once
a most coveted prize, yet the Roman
empire Included but a small portion of
the earth, and the privileges It offered
to Its citizens were as nothing compared to those offered to the citizens
of the kingdom of God. The desirability, therefore, of belonging to God’s
kingdom should be apparent to all, and
we should allow nothing to deprive us
of heavenly citizenship.
Citizenship In the kingdom of God Is
free and accessible to all. "Whosoever
will may come” and enroll himself
under the banner of the cross and take
the oath of allegiance to heaven’s King
and become a subject of His kingdom.
Enrollment in God’s kingdom Is voluntary. God forces none to come under
His rule. His soldiers are volunteers.
By the gracious teachings of His word
and influences of His spirit He strives
to show us what is His will and for
our good In the matter, but the choice
Is left with us. None should hesitate
In this choice. Ry faith in Christ and
consecration of our lives to God we
should take our place in His eternal
and universal kingdom.

Thankful for Health Restored

by Lydia
Vegetable Compound.

Did yon ever stop to realise what keen satisfaction one experiences when
we find that some kind and helpful thing we have done for some one else lias
been sincerely appreciated ! At such times, how truly we understand the expression it Is more blessed to give than to receive.”
Think, therefore, of the pleasure and genuine satisfaction Mrs. Pinkham
experiences when such letters come to tier as the one from Mrs. Koser which
we are herewith permitted to publish.
Think what it means to her; it means first, that one more lovely woman
has l>een relieved from sickness and distress through her assistance ; it means
second, that this woman who is cured is so grateful that she wants other
women in the land to know of it: and it means lastly that Mrs. Pinkham's
claims for Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound are fully substantiated by" testimony of such high character that every woman who reads
this must believe and hope.
To be appreciated is a great pleasure, but to bring peace and happiness to
the suffering is heavenly. Such is the mission of Mrs. Pinkham, and such a
letter as the following proves her success 1

COMB UNTO ME.

me,” O hear the words of Jesus,
Sweetly they fall on every listening ear,
Words that are full of peace and consolation;
Go claim the promise while the Lord Is near.
unto

Believe Hls words and seek, and you shall find
Him.
Walk where He leads you, for Hls way Is best;
If you are weary of life’s heavy burden.
Go to your Saviour, He will give you rest.
Ask and receive the fullness of Hls mercy,
lie now Is waiting, pardon to bestow.
Come as you are believing He can save you ;
He’ll wash your garments whiter than the
snow.

way;
If you will trust Him leaning on Hls promise.
He'll surely bring you to the realms of day.
away for ’Tis your Saviour pleading.
Grieve not the Spirit while it waits to-day.
Soon It may leave you never more returning,!
O, come to Jobus, find Him while you may.
—Mi** Florence Wood.
Surry, Me., 1901.
Turn

i

Christian life makes us of more
value to the cause of Christ and tills
our own hearts with the realization of
our privilege in being allied with such
a kingdom.
Loyalty to the vows we
make in our constant endeavor to live
up to them, loyalty to the life we profess to live, in our dying unto sin and

not

living

righteousness, loyalty

unto

to

the church, with which we are associated In our efforts to strengthen and
maintain it, loyalty to Christ as our
Mflstpr

flit

tppll

n«a

mil*

Sariotie

that

His will may be ours, is not only a
duty, but a privilege of tile Christian.—

Presbyterian.
1

Aphorism..

Self denial for the sake of either self
or denial is but cutting the bands off
the spiritual body to increase its working power.
A blessing must be shared before it
will be repeated.
God's gifts bless as they are received; they bless twice as they are im-

parted.
We get much by beseeching;
more by bestowing.

we

get

To repress love is to dwarf It To
express love is to double It
Heal spiritual rest Is found only in
motion. Hitch your wagon to a star,
hut not to a fixed star.
God's nobleman is he who ennobles
man.—Rev. John E. Pounds, D. D., iu
Christian Endeavor World.
Hard

on

misery told

the Friend*.
Is a misery

shared.
We cut our cares in two and force our
friends to help us bear them.
The
process may be unpleasant, but the
complainer considers no interests save
those of his own. Having complained,
he has forced another to become a partner in his firm.—Presbyterian Journal.
A

Make

a

Bnalnes* of It.

Make a business of religion. To this
end estimate “What will it profit a
man If he gain the whole world and
lose his own soul or what shall a man
give In exchange for his soul ?”—Philadelphia Methodist
No Place.

There is no place this side of heaven
where It will be safe for the Christian
hot to watch and pray.—Presbyterian
Journal.

onS l.n.tliort If lhav will

often

la.* that.

I-...I

distant hilltop or little
patch of water glimmering lu the sunshine, or
even upon a group of trees, tall and bare, outlined against the distant sky. It will take the
mind for a moment from the aches and pains
and the dlsagreoable things, or at least the
monotonous things of our nearer surroundings
and the mere effort to look out and up and away
from self is of itself a rest.
I have found the recipe for soft cookies to be
If the flour Is sifted and kept In a
a real help.
covered pall or box, one can stir up nod bake
enough for supper or breakfast In a few minutes.
My folks like the molasses cookies hot for
a change and 1 am always gl&d to learn the easy
ways of doing things. If any of you know
how to make housekeeping easy, just pass along
the recipe to Aunt Madge so that we may all
of us have an easier time of It next year.
Dec. 9.
Sister B.
eyes

rest

on some

How responsive the hearts of the sisters
to a hint of helpor sympathy! “Janet”
and “Sister B.” have given us letters for
this week, rich in the thoughts of how we
are

can

give

cheer to others.
Aunt

Madge.

A Correction.

The

Intelligent Foreigner—In your
president's cabinet the secretary of the

MRS. IDA L.

ROSER,

326 E. l«th Ave.,

Denver, CoL

111. C. <£. ll.

Column.

lie Had the Money.

[The editor invites secretaries of local unions
the W. C. T. U. In liaucock county, and
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or Items that will be
of Interest to workers In other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a llvecolumn,
but It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
U. women to make It so. It is a column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make
It.
items and communications should be short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the
of

Milter.]
Dear White Hibboners:

Arrangements
some

are

being

made to have

W. C. T. U. work done In Hancock

Miss Alice H. Moore is to spend
us.
All white rlbboners
and those interested in temperance are
county.
\

few weeks with

earnestly requested
make

her work

to do ail

a success

they

for the

can

cause

The longer
more

a

some

man

remains

sensible

a

woman

bachelor
doesn’t

want to marry him.

Portland,

«

j

ICVCUCU

isvja in

le ter the other

day

IUO

from

Banking.

6%

is what your moneylwHI
invested in shares of the

earn

If

Ellsworth Iffljtf BmldioiUss*!.

^

lUIIUtl > li K

one

of

we

all want

Maine,

Sad

Mlatflkf.

the

It

Matter*

a

<8

Laxative BromoQuinine

Core a Cold In One Day
rake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
refund
the money if it falls to cure.
Iruggtsu
E. VV. Grove’s signature La on each box. 35c.

the

remedy that

mr*-*

n

ooUl

In

Tablet.
one

day

The Ellsworth American

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

AND
te* chera: “I would like to have the school
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
long as you are willing to hold It fcr
AI to
attorney for all classes of
m»,though 1 can’t say positively that I pension.prosecuting
against tne United States.
w li not teach, nor iKwItlveiy that I will, i
Business solicited.
If I arn married, a* I think I will be, ot
Ella worth..Mains.
course I will not want the school.
But
y u know the old story about many a
slip, and I would hate to beout of a job, as
E.
w• II as the other.”

BUNKER,

JOHN

JR.~

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
9M>rrtisfmnU£,

omen

AND
"NO

Rar Harlior offices
7 and f Ml. Desert Block
BluehlllcflUce open Haiimiava.

HATH KOOM8.

PAY, N

W

O

CLOSED

A 8 H K I.

All kinds of laundry work done at
lice. Goods called for and delivered.
H. H. KSTKY A CO.,
West *nd Bridge,
KlUworth.

UUlN

I

Your

WEDNESDAY AfTERNOONS.
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Me

tobacco spit
and SMOKE

n AM3T
Yon

at

BAR HARBOR ANI) BLITEHILL. ME.

LA UN 1) It Y

STEAM

Da. H. w. Hai nita begs to
notify nis patrons
and outers that until further uodee ids dental
rooms win lie closed on Wednesday afternoon*

KMswonh.

net

Lifeaw&y!

be cured of any form of tobacco using
easily, be made well, strong, magnetic, full of I
new life and vigor by
taking BO TO-BAC.
that makes weak men strong.
Many gain ! I
ten
in ten days. Over
pounds
300,000 I
cured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed. Book- j I•
let and advice FREE.
Address STERLING I
REMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.
I
4J7
I
I
I
Whs Hive Used Them
I
I
LMUlLO Recommend as tha BEST
I
I
DB. KING’S
I
Star Crow u Brand
I
can

31V. He*

atrbrrtignnrntB.

»

finiPS

relief, no danger. no pom.
f .-r war*
*;y leading rpeciaiitfa. Hundred.of
vooni.i.. Atrial will convince you oftbeir intrinaie vale*
in ewe a tupprtwioo. Send Un cent, fur Minnie end
v
book. All Druggiete or by maii $1JO boa.
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MEOir.lNE CO.. B«» 1930 BOSTOH. MASS.

KING

►

I

U*d

j
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ALL CASES OF

DEAFNESS OR
by

Lot.

our own beloved State and
Na- ;
“Now.” said the teacher, “if one yard
Lional president, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
•f cloth costs 85 cents, what would 100
to do her honor. In no way can we show
fards cost?”
better our loving appreciation of her, than
“That would depend,” replied the merin promoting tbe cause of temperance and
chant's son. “on whether you paid cash
Woman’s
the
Christian
flown
or not.”—New York Mail and Ei
building up
remperance Union for which she has done
tnd is still doing so much.
Sincerely yours with love, always for
Lillian May Bobbins.,
temperance,
Pres. Hancock Co. W. C. T. U.
This signature is on every box of the genuine
Dec. 6.

F.

the

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Immediate

A good story comes fr«»m Irvine way.
which may be taken with a pinch of salt.
On one of the vessels in the harbor there
is a young sou of Eriu who nets as cook,
etc. The crew is not large and evidently
of a frugal turn of mind, and in consequeuee the cook’s duties never varied
since his arrival a month ago from the
work of cleaning and gutting herring, at
The skipper,
least so the story goes.
when up town, decided on a change and
These
a
of
sausages.
purchased quantity
he handed over to the cook to prepare,
and the crew waited with impatience on
the dinner. At last it was ready, and the
boy, proud of his efforts, served up the
dainties. The captain looked for the sausages. but the pan contained only a mass
The boy. following bis usual
of skins!
custom, had treated them the same as
herrings.—Glasgow Evening Times.

borne of

To

Stops the Cough and Works off the Cold*
Laxative Bromo-Quinlne Tablets cure a cold
in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25cents

and

A

of

temperance.
Any place in the county that would like
to have Miss Moore visit them, will please
write to her at once before all her dates
are taken up.
Miss Moore has just returned from the National convention of
the W. C. T. U. in Texas, and is ready for
the work. She is a pleasing speaker, as
many who heard her at the State convention in Biddeford can testify. She will
visit Brooklin, Bar Harbor, Wioter Harbor, Swan’s Island, Southwest Harbor,
Bluehill and other places in the county.
Give her a cordial welcome and help her,
for she will do you good.

in

A western millionaire who made a fortune out of mines and who was remarkable alike for his liberality and for his
ignorance of his bank account, says the
Chicago Inter Ocean, was asked one day
to contribute to an object of charity.
The canvasser suggested that $l,00u
would be an acceptable contribution.
“That isn’t enough,” replied the capitalist. “I will give you five thousand if
Wait
I have the money in the bank.
until I call up and inquire.”
He summoned a clerk and told birn to
telephone to the bank to inquire if he
had $5,000 on deposit, as he desired to
contribute that sum, if possible, to a
worthy object. The clerk returned and
reported that the bank advised that he
had $380,(XX) la the bank.
“Dear me,” cried the capitalist, “as
much as that!
Well, make out that
check for five thousand dollars.”

to

port, Me.
The next National convention is to be

:he

hast Friends.
I have been a great
Vrmii. KLT Bmos.
suift rvr from catarrh and hay fever, and tried
found
hut
nq permanent relief
thing*,
many
until 1 found it In Ely’s Cream Balm about
right year* ago, ami we have Iwen fast friends
It SI IlKJiTtttiRev
ever since
frove Its value by Investing 10 cent* in trial
siac of Klv Cream Haim.
brugglst* supply It
Full *l*e iO cent*.
ami vie mull It
KLY HBUtl.tt Warren M New York.
—Adet.

BI1I1BWOHTII

thority.”
When you have wai
your navy takes part in it, does it not?’
“Yes.”
“And the secretary of war cannot direct its movements?’’
“Not at all. He looks after the land
forces.”
“Ah, I see. You have really no secretary of war. You have a secretary of
the navy and a secretary of the army
—Chicago Tribune.

Average of warmest day...✓»...••.HP
Average of coldest day.......17*

DENTIST.

Grand-niew of ex-IYesident .lames K. Polk, and Assistant Grand Secretary of
Colorado, Wyoming. ;.nd New Mexico Independent Order
of Good Templars.

If you wish to correspond with her address Miss Alice H. Moore, Kennebunk-

“How is that?

.....

lyjELVIN

war. is

navy is subordinate to the secret;* y of
he not?
“By no means. He is of equal au-

Ttmperaturt.
Average for tbe month...••••.M.ur
Average for *ame month for 33 years.M-17*
Highest, Nov. I .5#*
..7**
Highest for same month for S3 years
lowest,Nov. 80 .. R* below
Lowest for same month for 83 year*.. 16 8* below

A NEW .SERIES
ms
iiie
mine
oi in*’ uiauiuuu.
is handed hark to the setter that he may is now open, Shares, 91 each; monthly
for
take it out of the Bolder and reset it
payments, 91 per share.
the first corner, called the Hat corner.
The solder is again marked to indicate
WHY PAY RENT?
to the polisher the run of the grain of
when you can borrow on your
this particular corner, and so the process
share*, give a first mortgage and
is continued until the diamoud is polished
reduce It every month
Monthly
throughout. Every faeet has a name,
payments and interest together
will amount to but little more
and every name denotes the grain and
than you are now paying for
how to polish that particular facet. The
rent, and In about 10 year* you
polisher uses a circular disk composed of
will
soft, porous iron, so that as the diamond
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
is polished away iu the form of dust it
enters the pores of the iron, the result
For particulars inquire of
being that we have the diamond cutting
llKJiHT W. Cl SUM AH. 8eC*y.
the diamond again.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. Kiho, President.
“Without the assistance of the diamond
dust the iron would not make the slightest
impression on the diamond. The polishProfessional CaitiB.
ing wheel or disk is propelled by steam
and
makes
to
2,000
3,000 revolupower
A. WARD WELL, M. D
tions in a minute. Before the silently revolving disks you will see men so intent
upon their work that they have eyes f*r
Graduate of Bellevue Hospital Medical
nothing else; for, notwithstanding the
perfection of the machinery, the skill of
College.
the workmen remains of primal importance. It is with their fingers and thumbs
that they adjust the (mints, edges and PnroMcoT,
Mi
facets of the diamond with extreme acthem
moist
n.
curacy, keeping
constantly
GiUtAii/t
j[ jtv.
with diamond dust aud olive oil. The
thumbs of the workmen, being used continually and with much force, become
Graduate of the Phliedatohla Denial Collect,
greatly enlarged.
of *76
“The beauty of a cut or finished stone •tee*
49*ornca m GiLta* block. Kllswoktb.
depends so much upon the form and posiCl owed Wednesday afternoon* until further
tion of the facets that a moderately fine notice.
stone, well cut aud polished, is of far
greater voiue than a large one less artisCARROLL BCRRILL,
tically worked. It sometimes happens
ATTORNEY
that the lapidary receives a stone of very
AND
unfortunate shape. His duty will, there
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
tore be to take all possible care to preserve its size aud, hilling its faults, give
SOTART 1T1UC AND JcariCB ON THE PEACE.
it such a form as shall send it forth with
Office over Burrll! .National Rank,
the greatest weight consistent with beauSTATE STREET.
ELLSWORTH. MS.
ty and brilliancy.“—Indianapolis Journal.

home

in

Number of clear days.......
Number of fair day*.... 6
Number of cloudy day*... .....17
Snowfall...It. 75 inches
Average snowfall for *ame month for
S3 year*. * *" Inche*
Total precipitation a* water...*.54 Inchee
Average for same month for 33 year*..417 Inches

h

Dear M. B. Friend*:
The timely query and suggestion of Aunt
Madge regarding Sunshine, Good Will and
CI.rlstmae work. will. I hope, bring responses
from many more competent than myself to suggest methods of spreading cheer at this glad
season.
All members of the Sunshine society
of Maine will have learned that the State president has requested all who are engaged in the
good work to send her a list of the names of
tne Invalids or unfortunate needy ones they
mean to remember, or If they have none In
mind, ask her for a few names to whom little
gifts will bring happiness, so that the sunrays
may be more systematically distributed.
I think “Comfort to the Comfortless" should
be our first motto, and If each person in comfortable circumstances should add to her ll»t of
"near and dear ones" the names of a few in her
vicinity ..who are not likely to receive gifts—
something for the children whose parents can
only afford articles of clothing, in some cases
not even that, the wtary overworked mother
who can never afford a pretty collar or necktie
for herself, a bulb or plant to the invalid who
cannot enjoy Cod’s sunshine, out who would be
given many happy hours in watching the
growth, budding and blossoming of a plant.
If each society or order in every town should
devote a small sum to general benevolence and
send a trusty committee upon the blessed er
rand of gootiwill.no shut in or destitute one
would lack cheer at Christmas time. Yours in
Janet.
sunshlnf or shade.

folk and to the stranger within our gates.
I will give this little bit of experience towards
the Home Sunshine fund. When I look out from
my home towards the Mount Desert hills, I
often think of tills quotation from an ancient
book, “As the mountains are round about Jcru
salein, so the Lord is round about His people
from henceforth and forevermore.” I spoke of
it one evening, and a dear friend who also has a
view of those distant mountains said she often
repeated to herself the 121st psalm.
Perhaps it will also be a comfort to our shut-

The Weather of November.
Following it an abstract of meteorological observation* at tbe Maine agricultural experiment station at Oiono, daring tbe month of Norember:

top pan.
“The stone, having been cut to the satisfaction of the master, is taken to the
polishing room, w here a setter selects a
suitable sized brass cup, called a ‘dope,
fills it with a mixture of lead and tin
Having
and melts it in a gas llame.
worked the solder to its proper shape he
in
the
leaving
center,
diamond
the
places
only a very small part exposed. A mark is
made on the solder before it becomes
thoroughly set, and then the stone is
passed on to the polisher. By the mark
made on the solder the latter knows at
once the precise run of the grain and the
way in which it will polish to the beat
advantage on the mill.
“The first operation is the making of

Deny yourself and take the cross and follow,
Though rough the path and thorny all the

—

our

Mid *D
"Ijo tli.iuiou'l. when mined,”
a "hope » »»■
expert, "in very oftcu of
hair
to
cutting
e.eti that, iu preference
a»
ofr ami letting that part *» to dual.
»™
was rormerly done, incisions
h;°w
din
made running with the grain or the
The incision is made with the
mood.
The
diamond.
sharp .dec of another
clearing Knife is then inserted and giren
will split as
a sharp tap. and the stone
the grain runs, ami thus two or more
smaller hut belter shaped diamond# are
made*.
“After the diamond is cleft it is necestechnically
sary to do the rough cutting
This is done by
known as ‘bruting.’
of
affixing two diamonds on the ends
two boxwood sticks with a very hard
One is then rubbed against the
cement.
other, aud ‘diamond cuts diamond.’ The)
are held over a cutting box having two
irou pegs for levers aud containing finely
perforated brans pans, through which
the dust falls, the chips remaining in the

E. Pinkham's

“Dear Mrs. Pinkham— I have been married for nearly two years,
and so far have not been Messed with a child. 1 have, however, suffered with a complication of female troubles and painful menstruation,
until very recently.
“The value of Lydia I'. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound was
Dear Aunt Madge:
called to my attention by an intimate friend, whose life had simply been
1 am so glad that the Master does not measure
so much what we give as the spirit in which we
a torture with inflammation and ulceration,and a few bottles of your
give it, for we are taught, “He that hath pity on Compound cured her; she can hardly lielieve it herself today, she enthe poor lendeth to the Lord, and He will pay
THE PRAYER MEETING.
joys such blessed health. I took four bottles of your Compound and
him the good deed.”
consider myself cured. I am once more in tine health and spirits; my
Have a special address on the topic.
If our hearts are full of pity, our hands will
domestic and official duties all seem easy now, for I feel so strong I can
BIBLE READINGS.
find some way in which to minister to the poor.
You have a host of friends hi DenEr. xxlii, 31; Isa. li, 1-3; Ps. 11, 1-8; It may be in very little ways, iusta much-needed j do three times wluit I used to do.
txxll, 1-19; Mic. iv, 1-1: Zech. lx, 9, 10; garment here, a good book or a few good papers | ver, and among the best count. Yours very gratefully,— Mrs. Ii>a L.
Matt xiii, 31-33; sxviii, 19, 20; Acts to Kiine poor tired mother or to a girl or boy Roser, 326 18th Ave., Denver, Col.”
who is longing for something to read, or a corWhen a medicine lias liecn successful in restoring to health
t
&_
dial greeting to some one who is poorly dressed
so many women whose testimony Is so umiuestionable, you cannot
is
because
and
cannot
have
grieving
they
pretty
Loyalty.
well say, without trying it, I do not believe it will help me.” If
Loyalty is a characteristic that we things; even a word of loving sympathy and you are ill, don’t hesitate to get a 1 Kittle of Lydia K. Pinkliam’s
admire. Loyalty to the country of our counsel will sometimes be a better offering than
Vegetable Coni|M>und at once, and write Mrs. Pinkhaui, Lynn,
gold and silver.
nativity, to our city, to our families
it is free and always helpful.
Mass., for special advice
6v don't let us get discouraged If we cannot
and to our friends, is the evidence of
give to all the beautiful charities that appeal to
of
character
and
strength
unwavering us,for help, but let us be thankful for the little,
allegiance. The same characteristic in every-day ministries tliat we can render to the

<

of * hfllrtfr
The Vartowa
Interr.tlnK Proem.

Grand-Niece of Ex-President James
K. Polk, Writes to Mrs. Pinkham.

communications, and Its success depends large
ly on I he support given U In this reepect. Communication* must be slgued. but the name of
writer will not l>e printed except by permission
Communication* will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good re-ason. Address
nil communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

“Come

TUTTING DIAMONDS.

MRS. IDA L. ROSER,

“AUNT MADGE”.

in Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful .”

44, 45.

liver

iibbrrttarmmt*.

fllntnal Btntht fiolnmn

KNDKAVOR.

our

HARD

HEARING

ARE WOW CURABLE
invention.
new

Only

those born <1. f

ar-

incurable

HEAD NOISES uEASE IMMEDIATELY.
WERNIAN,
BALTIMORE,
F. A.

a

Gentlemen
full history vf

my

Being

my e»«

hearing in this

her of

only

physicians.
operation

an

ear

OF

SAY8:
Rai-timore, M<1 March ,yj. tool.
y°“r tr««mMU. 1 wili uow *»* you

entirely cured of druftiM*
tube

T.o'd at yo«diS£faJ?,l“'°

entirely.*****

***

^g®11 toting, anti this kept on getliug
worse, until I lost

'Smmg'oiherwtw^?erniueut°e
*r Wdh,°’11
and
couldVlp
“**£r‘!>«“>>>-< of Ihiacjt,
*

me

Uicn cease, but the hearing iu the
affected ear uoukl
I then saw vour advertisers nt
accidemaltv *«
uent
After I had used it only a few

after five weeks, mv
heartily aud beg to esuain

to-day.

Mu

bi: loT^eveVy’
V- ^vrr’

“-idleda Bumluld me that
h‘“d ’K“i*c‘ would

w

ordered 'our treat
days accorllilli'iSTLi0^ t**1*^1 n,KJ
the matesecured, and
hearing iu thediKtwih-a*
‘',reclY*w,K restored
* h“S *****
I thank you
Very truly

yJuri

,ioes uot

Zz
*::atrnt
advice1 free?" YOU

CAN CURE

YOURSELF AT HOME

INTERNATIONAL AURAL CLINIC, 596 LA SALLE

Bta

JH1”*1

AVE^CHIGABD, HJL

111

HI

One

ITKHV TO CAKIHOU.

Week's

Winnowing*

of

MARKRT8.

KIJjMWOltTH

Wkdwmwat, December

News,

11.1901.

■ AIMS LAW KOAIIXNO

A

verdict of murder in the first degree
was returned
last
Wednesday against
Henry Lambert, the young French Canadian guide and
woodsman. charged with 1
the murder of the Allen
family at Shirley,
Iasi May.

Monday morning the postal authorities
began fumigating the maila from the
Canadian provinces, at Vanceboro, as a
precaution against smallpox. It will requ I re about six hours to accomplish this,
and the work will
delay the mails for
Patents have been granted to Maine Inventors as follows;
Henry B. Blackington,
Wlnthrop, machine for covering boxes;
Nathaniel G. French, Auburn, folding
book-care; William 11. Hunter, Washburn, plow; William E. Leighton, Pembroke, can-cleaner.

A bushel of Liverpool Milt shall weigh 80
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 wounds
1 he standard weight of a bushei of potatoes.
In good order and dt for shipping, la fO pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds
The standard weight of a bushel of weans In
gtMxt order and rlt for shipping. Is 03 pounds
Of wheat, l*»et ruta-bnga turnips and |>eas,00
pounds; of corn, VI pounds; of onions, 0?
pounds, of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal. -V> pounds, of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley awi buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats.
TO pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quote* 1 bcu.w are the retail prices
at Ellsworth
Farmer* (tan easily reckon from
the*** whit they are dkely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

wn< blind and let him
play
sifted through the year*.
And row each 1 i-.r»*d petal in the
spring
Breathe* what love hears.
—Virginia Fraxer Boyle in Harper's Magnate*.

your

Mutter Is firm* r, but no further advance In local price Is quoted.
Creamery per k.10

-44-

Dairy

..110*23

BY

MOSCOW.

j

j

bars you out and

.02
30

Cabbage,

because perforce you do not
know the fifty-two letters that resemble
tripods and crescents and scarf pins and
Inverted r's and other things.
So the

Spinach, pk
Apples, pk
Cranberries,

30d40 Oranges, doz
lo
Lemons, doz

qt

.35<j.45
25 | I0

a dairy will have a dem- \
Coffee la firmer,
prices
each side of the door. | Is quoted.
cow will stand, flanked by
Where
a I Co nee—per ft
.06 §.08
Rice, per ft
.160.23 Pickles, per gal .450.63
Rio,
couple of tubs of butter and leaning
.40 Olives, bo vile
.‘45§75
Mocha,
against a background of cheeses, while
J7 Vinegar— pf*r gal—
Java,
.20
fiasMfii of foaming milk stand temptingly Tea—per ft—
Pure cider,
.43 0.65 Cracked wheat,
.03
round. I was going to say that a pile of
Japan,
JO §65 Oatmeal, per ft
.04
Oolong,
was
another
unbut
never
feature,
eggs
ft—
.23
Buckwheat,
pkg
less the hen who is responsible for them Sugar—per
.04
.06 Graham,
Granulated,
.08 Rye meal,
Coffee—A ft B,
.04
is portrayed loudly clinking over their
Yellow, C
-05>i Granulated meal,ft 02H
freshuess. In spite of this, I never ate
OH -per gal—
Molasses—per
gal—
la
St.
fur
a fresh egg
Petersburg. A
.33
Linseed,
.530.61
Havana,
.50
Porto Ulco,
12
Kerosene,
ahop will have a most fascinating array
.60
Astral oil,
15
of fur lined garments and sealskin coats I Syrup,
and
Lumber
Building
Material*.
painted on its d«H»rs that will almost tear
1 23
Spruce,
Lumber—per M—
you out of your droshky. ami the fruit
II qt 13 Hemlock,
125
Hemlock,
stores riot with every color in the rainHemlock board*, 1-'y 13 Clapboard*—per M
Extra spruce,
bow and exhibit likenesses of fruits that ! Spruce,
24 §26
12016
16 §20
have never grown in Uu**ia or anywhere
Spruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17 918
12 015
Clear pine,
35 §60
1 Pine,
else. And peaches, by the way. and necMatched pine.
35 060
15§20 Kxtra pine,
of
sweet
are
about
tarines
g‘xni.
Lath*— pcrM
growth
! Shingles—per M—
2 75
2.00
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
50 cent* apiece here.
2 85 Nalls, per ft
clear,
.04g.o6
The sigus lend great color and gaycty
185 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
150
to the streets, although you really never
extra o-i«,
1 65 Lime, per cask
95
••
125 Brick, per M
7 all
The goods are all
No...
care to buy anything.
**
.75 Whltelead, prft .05§.06
scoots,
and
the
famous
and
cheap,
very mussy
Provisions.
Russian silver not nearly so artistic nor
The tendency on provisions Is upward, fol
In leather and
to handsome as our own.
rise
In markets, but no material
lowing
general
In marble this northern people excel the
{ changeft Is quoted.
world.—Chicago Chronicle.
I
Pork, ft
Beef,
15
Steak.
.15§J0
Steak, ft
;
.10 0 25
12
Chop,
Roasts,
ilSUcrLscmruts.
.18
! Corned,
Pigs’feet,
.080.10
18
14 J 18
Ham, per ft
Tongues,
.05
.1
Shoulder,
| Trti>e,
Veal:
.16gl8
Bacon,
—

—

*•

•*
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YOUR STOMACH.

If If Ever Gives You Trouble, Try Vinol
0n Our Guarantee and Get Well.
Do you ever have any trouble with
your digestion? Does your head ache?
Do you feel dizzy? Do you realize the
lact that what you eat docs not nourish

itshould?
If this is so, stop for your own sake
and consider the danger you are in. It
you

as

only take a few minutes of your
time to consider what we have to say.
Buy a bottle of VINOI. and see if it
does not do you good. If you find that
wo have overstated our belief and alter
a fair trial you find Vinol is not all we
claim let us know and we will refund you
what you have paid for the medicine.
Uere is a letter on this subject:
•‘I had severe distress in my stomach,
dizziness, then a numb feeling all over.
Finally I was sick in bed. Then I tried
will

irivnl

1 hivu

HAW

Inlrnn

fhrPA hnttlc*

*nd 1 am again around the house attending to my duties. Mrs. C. F. Lewis, 95
Pool St., Biddeford, Me."
VINOL accomplishes the good that it
does by acting directly on tbe digestive
the stomach to
organs and by enabling
obtain for itself the necessary element*
that are required to build up the body.

GEO. A. PARCHER

j
:

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
In the days of ‘wild cat’ money In the
West, the Ames shovels were used as curas gold; their
rency. They were as stable
price did not vary a cent in twenty years
was

The very name of Oliver Ames & Son,
it was current all
a synonym for honesty,
over the world.
On the same principle Benson’s Porous
Plaster is the universal standard external
rernedv. To say it is a “good" plaster does
not describe it; it it the beat possible plaster.
For every disease in which an external remis used
edy is available, Benson’s Planter
almost as a matter of coarse.
and
relieves
Benson’s Plaster quickly
of treatment are
cures where other modes
>
either exasperatingly slow or have n good
effect whatever. Coughs, colds, lumbago,
lame
back,
kidney trouble, rheumatism,
cured.
etc. are at once benefited and soon
Belladonna
Capsicum, Strengthening and
virtuos
piasters have none of the curative
than
6,000 physicians
of Benson's. More
Benson’s
and druggist* have commended
th# pnblio
Piaster as a remedy in which
confidence; while, in a
may have implicit
Bencomparative test with other plasters,
auards.
ton's has received fifty-fice highest
imitations.
Beware of substitutes and cheap
wewih1 preFor sal* by all druggist* or
in the
ordered
number
pay postage on any
each.
fcmtedlState# on receipt of 35o.
A Johnson, Mfg. CheuusU, N.T*

Seaburjr

Fresh Fish.
03
Haddock,
20
Clams, qt
12 Oysters, qt
12 Lobsters, ft
Fuel.

Cod.
Uallbut,

Mackerel,

ft

Smelts,

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
3 00 0 5 00
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 §3 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
1000125
Nut,

you to

suggested ownership of the town. I concluded he mnst
be a person of local importance. I thanked him for his welcome.
“Are we to enjoy the honah of your
presence for long, sah?” he asked.
I replied that we would break camp in
the morning.
“I regret that most sincerely, sah, for
we would like to show' you some little
Howsocial attentions in Paragould.
evah, we will not let you depart without
some slight effort to make your brief
stay pleasant, and I hope, sah, you and
the officer in command of your escort
will do Mine. Jones and myself the honah,
s&h, of supping with us this evening.
That is Mine. Jones’s mansion thar,
sah!”
He pointed to a rather modest
weather worn house on a hill a short
distance from the camp.
“Mine. Jones is a relative of mine, sah
—a widow whose son is now’ at the front
in the Confederate service,” he continued.
“This deplorable war, sah, has made sad
inroads into our resources, but, sah, an
officer and a gentleman—-even though
cherishing different sentiments from ours
and engaged in upholding a cause which
we oppose—shall not have it to say that
he passed through Paragould w’ithout
an offer of our hospitality.”
I thanked him with a bow and turned
to Lieutenant March, who ciime up just

05
20
40

25

ton—
6 50
6 50
6 30
6 30
6 00

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Flour, feed and grain are the sensation of the
Prices are still going upward In
market.
juinw», and no one yet predicts the end. The
Commercial Bulletin of New York, the au
thorlty on American markets, says wheat Is In
the lead on an advancing market, with oats following and corn in third place. "America can
make the price for the world this year, and will
It Is a conservative prophecy that the
dolt
year 1101 will be a record year for prices on
these lines." The general prediction now for
wheat Is 85 and 93 cents, but some wholesalers
nu«iv«nv

cuniiuciiwy |irww»uuii«u

price on corn In Boston Monday was 78>4 cents
by car load. There la a geueral advance In
local prices.
1 60
Corn meal, bag
Flour— per bbl—
170
4 73 85 00 Corn, bag
■Straights,
60
Oats, bu
St. Louis roller,
Patents,

4
5

then

75 45 0) Shorts—bag— 1 25jjl 35
00j5 50 Mixed feed,bag
1.35 91 50

Middlings, bag

1.40 91.55

Hides and Tallow.
Lambskins,
Hides— per tb—
.06)4 Tallow—per
Ox,
Hough,
Cow,

MX

Bull,

!

.25§.50
Ik—

Tried,

.02
03

Calf skins, green

.2591.00

Benny's Hed«:e.
Bloorabumper, how do we
know that the moon is 1240,000 miles distant from the earth?”
manBenny (alarmed at the teacher’s
ner) replied, “Y-y-you said so yourself,
air.”—Loudon Tit-Bits.

“Benny

The Beat Finishing; School.

Our youths should go to the United
States for a year or two to finish. It is
the best sort of university for younger
make. Sir
sons who have their way to
Thomas Lipton in Windsor Magazine.
Little Ethel was out driving with her
mother, and as they drove past a swamp
she saw some cat-tails growing. “Oh,
mamma,” she said, pointing at them, “I
didn’t know that sausages grew on sticks
before.
“Little colds” neglected—thousands of lives
sacrificed every year. Ur. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup cures little colds—cures big colds, too,
down to the very verge of consumption.—Advt.

Convalescence after pneumonia, typhoid
fever and the grip, is sometimes merely apparent, not real- To make it real and rapid, there
Is no other tonic so highly to be recommended
as Hood's Sarsaparilla. Thousands so testify
Take

Hood’s.—Advt.
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restaurant.

pay for

a

cent

better drink at

Give your wife \

for Chase & Sanborn's

cent

a

cup

high grade coffee
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if you will send for the
lieutenant, we will proceed to the manI think Mine. Jones will have evsion.
erything in readiness when we arrive.”
lie made not the slightest reference to
his note of a half hour previous.
Of
course I did not. My orderly soon fetched
Lieutenant March, and we three set out
for the house, which was not more than
a few
hundred yards from the camp.
The colonel walked between us and kept
up a running conversation upon the war
and its attendant misfortunes, ornamenting his discourse with many grandiloquent phrases. When we reached the
house, or “mansion,” as the colonel persisted in calling it, we were met at the
door by the colored mau who had brought
the colonel’s note to camp.
“Jackson,” said the colonel, “you may
inform your mistress that Major McDougal and Lieutenant March of the Federal army have arrived ami are awaiting
the honah of a presentation. Meantime,
sahs, we will take seats here on the veranda.
It is rather warm inside, and I
think we will enjoy sitting out here and
sipping our juleps while awaiting the
announcement of suppah
The veranda was a very dilapidated
porch, but the view from it was rather
fine, and a slight breeze which came
through the trees was a pleasant relief
after our long march that day in the

fop

n

fow

manner

wnnla with

mn.

blazing

can't

half

save

a

cent

by drinking

grade coffee. Chase & Sanborn's is
cheap enough for everybody to drink.
Yet it is the leading fancy coffee of the

r-mi-"

world.

in
i-lb. and 2-lb.
Cans (air -tight).

j
j

j
j

said the colonel.
“Certainly,” she responded, “if they
prefer it. If you will excuse me, I will
see that they are served.”
The colonel entertained us with all the
gossip of the town, interspersing his narratives with frequent suggestions of his
own importance in the community.
In
about ten minutes the negro, Jackson,
came out bearing a tray with three juleps
on it,
lie was followed by Mme. Jones,
who remained just long enough to express the hope that they were to our
taste.
Wo took a sip, pronounced them
delicious, which, indeed, they were, and
she then re-entered the house to look
after the preparation of supper.
In a short while supper was announced
by Jackson, and we went in, preceded by
the colonel. The house looked bare and
poverty stricken, but everything was
scrupulously neat. The colonel took the
head of the table, Mme. Jones sat at the
foot, and Lieutenant March and I were
on either side.
They had managed to
scare up a chicken somewhere—I have
always suspected Jackson—and it was
nicely broiled. The chicken, some sliced
tomatoes, boiled potatoes, bread, apple
sauce and coffee constituted the meal.
During the meal the coloners volubility
lie regaled us with many
was incessant,
of his experiences during the early days
in the south, most of which we realized
were fictitious, but which were none the
Mme.
less enjoyable on that account.
Jones was a charming hostess. Jackson
acted as butler, and his get up was ludilie wore a discarded coat of the
crous.
colonel’s and an expansive white tio
made into a huge bow. It looked like ono
of Mme. Jones's apron strings, and I
think it probably was.
After the meal we repaired again to the
reranda and were joined by Mme. Jones.
“I would like to Invite you gentlemen
to smoke,” said the colonel, “but 1 regret to say that I parted with the last of
my tobacco to some Confederate officers
—friends of mine—who passed through

Tin
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bags (moisture proof).
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a few moments Mmo. Jones came
and we were presented. She was a
well preserved woman of about fifty.
Iler attire, like the colonel’s, had the pretense of better days, and there was about
her that indefinable charm which is indicative of refinement. She greeted us
graciously and asked us if we wouldn’t
come iuto the parlor.
“I ventured to suggest. Lorena, that
the gentlemen would find it more enjoya-

poor,

low

In

out.

When I

bad answered the lieutenant’s queries,
niv visitor stepped up.
“May 1 claim the honah of a presentation to the lieutenant, sail?” he said,
and, without waiting for a reply:
“I am Colonel Waldo Watterson, sah.”
“Lieutenant March,” I said.
“Delighted to meet you, lieutenant,” he
responded. “Allow me to compliment
you on the appearance of your men, sah.
They look thorough soldiers, sah. I have
just invited the majah to sup this evening with Mme. Jones—my relative, sah—
and myself, and 1 hope you, too, will
honah us, sah.”
He seemed to read a declination in my
countenance and made quick to forestall
it by holdiug out additional inducements.
“It is just a few steps from your camp
and if you will come I will promise you
the finest mint juleps you ever put to
Mme. Jones grows her owu
your lips.
mint, and in the concoction of a julep she
has, believe me, uo equal in the southern
1 should like for you, majah, and
states.
our friend the lieutenant to receive one
It will bo
from her own fair hands.
something to be remembered, I assure
you. sails.”
The old fellow caught my fancy, and
I decided to accept his invitation just for
tin* fun of the thing. 1 did not have the
slightest fear of treachery behind his
offer of hospitality, because I was convinced that there were no rebels about in
auy force. Besides, the house he pointed
out as that of Mme. Jones’ was too near
So
cur camp to admit of auy surprise.
I told him the lieutenant and I would
be pleased to accept his kind invitation.
“The pleasure is all ours, sah,” he replied. “1 will return for you in an hour
But before
to escort you to the mansion.
I go, majah. there is a little mattah—a
mattah of some delicacy—which I am
forced to communicate to you, sah.”
He came up closer to me and. though
the lieutenant bad gone and we were

and you will know the exquisite flavor
You
of the finest coffee obtainable.

pleasure.
“Now, majah,

Paragould.”

His grandiose

11 a,12
12 s 14
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hog,ft
10 a 18
lamb,
Sausage,
16 Venison, ft
Tongues, each
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(Benson's Plaster Is Pain's Master.)

Salt
lard,
Round

to

a

euumiissury sergeant, roni nun to give
the negro the provisions requested, also
a pint of whisky, and charge up the acI was becoming more and
count to me.
more interested- and wanted to see the
joke out. The negro departed with the
packages, .-aid about half an hour later
Colonel Waldo Watterson put in an appearance, bis countenance beaming with

In June, 1864, while I was stationed
In Memphis, I received orders to go over
into northern Arkansas ami pay off the
Federal troops in that section.
Price’s
army had been driven south by that time,
but to meet a possible attack from guerillas I was given a guard of fifty men.
Our journey had to be made overland,
• nd
we
were equipped
with a wagon
train. At the end of a hot day and after
a dusty march we reached the little town
of Paragould. Our coming into the town
was quite an event.
When Lieutenant
March, who was in charge of the guard,
picked out a site to pitch camp for the
night, the putting up of the tents was
watched by a curious crowd of townspeople. My tent was put up first. As I
stepped out, after arranging things, I
was saluted by as picturesque a looking
He was
personage as I had ever beheld.
a
handsome old fellow of about sixty,
I should say. but as straight as au arrow.
His long coat, shiny and somewhat green
with age; his broad expanse of shirt
frout, his tile hat of the style much worn
in the south before the war, were all
suggestive of better days. He looked for
all the world like the caricatures you
see in the comic papers nowadays of the
crushed tragedian.
Ills air, however,
was
distinguished and couitly and
checked the desire to laugh which his attire inspired. Lowering his hat with a
graceful wave, he said:
“Majah, permit me, sah, to welcome

on

.18
.10 0.12

much

home?

The list of articles which the colonel
desired was inclosed. It called for potatoes, one-half a pound of coffee, and onehalf a pound of sugar.
I sent for the

smoke away into the air, the major be-

a

Steak.
Roasts,
Iamb:

El wood had just returned from the
south. It was his first visit, and, like all
northerners, he was charmed with southern
hospitality ant quite enthusiastic
about it. He told us of his experience,
and his manner indicated the great delight it had afforded him.
“Your relation of your experience in the
south, El wood, recalls to me an experience of my own with southern hospitality during the civil war,” said Major McDougal. “It was somewhat different
from yours, but quite as pleasant in its

gan:

Ornrsrls*.
but no change In local

For example,

onstration

too

that I had invited you and Lieutenant
March to aup with us, she was filled with delight
at the prospective pleasure of your visit, hut when
the reflected upon the condition of her larder she
was plunged into deep distress.
In fact, sir, she
was moved to tears.
She mourned the fact that
she was not sufficiently provided to entertain two
such distinguished officers and suggested that the
invitation had best be recalled, though she would
never cease to regret the painful circumstances
which had deprived her of the pleasure of meeting
you. Seeing how much she took the situation to
heart, how deeply her pride was hurt, I bade
her be of good cheer and to trust to me to provide
ail things necessary for your entertainment; but,
air, it pains me to say that I am at a loss as to
how to do it, except to throw myself upon your
chivalry. 1 have, therefore, prepared a small list
of articles, widen I trust you will let my man
have, in addition to the pint of whisky which you
previously—and with a delicacy which 1 shall
never forget—offered to supply.
Yours very corWaldo Watterson.
dially,

took out a fresh
We assumed an attitude of atcigar.
tention and interest.
It was always a
treat to hear the major tell of his war
experiences. He seemed to have such
rare ones and was able to invest their
narration with such charm that you always felt a regret when listening that
When
jon had not lived in those days.
ho had taken a long puff and blown the

Fruit.

do very well.

M’GRATH

way.”
Major McDougal

10
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over Russia, so droll
Poultry.
that all foreigners laugh at It. The shopPoultry prices area little easer since Thanksholders have huge signs over the miserable peepholes they call windows, and giving.
Chickens.
I0g20
these sigus are painted with the reproFowl.14
duction of the wares that are in the Hay.
■hops. This was formerly a great conRest loose, per ton..13 y 14
2C
Baled.
venience to those who could not read,
and even at the present day was not too Straw.
Loose... 8 010
much ridiculed by myself.
Mah*d.
14
Oue would get along famously in RusVegetable*.
■ia could he read the jaw breaking
and celery are higher. Potatoes are
Squash
tongue, but the letters in some fronts and
•treet corners look like the signs of the ! coming In in little better quantity, bat prices
■odiae to the average foreigner and do still rule high.
01
75«»90 Squash, ft
not mean as much.
If one could read Potatoes, bu
Pie pumpkins, each i»
01
Onions,
and form nn idea of syllables, the veriest ; Carrot*, ft
02 Celery, bunch
23
04
Idiot would have a passable knowledge of Sweet potatoes, ft
03
Parsnips, ft
02
Turnip-, ft
Beans—per qt—
0-2
10 612
Yellow eye
Beets, ft
But the
bow!*

JUSTIN

pay 5 cents

YOU

commissary.”

“That will be all right,” I said. “Do
you wish to take it with you?”
“No, sail, thank you; I will send our
niggnh for it,” he said. And he departed
with the promise to return in an hour
to escort us to the house.
In about half an hour an old negro presented himself at my tent with a note
from Colonel Waldo Watterson. It ran
thus:
My Dear Major—I am in a atate of great mental
perturbation. When I communicated to Une.

Hospitality

Chasis,
18 018
liesi factory (new) per Ik..
Best dairy (new).10
Dutch (Imported)..... ..9w
Oft
Neufchatul.

over,

«oft

and maid

Country produce.

burg. holding all

signs

blind—alackadayt
man

3bbtrU»nnmt».

Hone, spoke in low tones, as if impart*
tog a matter of the greatest confidence.
“You see, inajah,” he said, “we have
been sadly devastated by the wah in
Paragon Id, and, as I said, our resources
have been drawn upon to an extent
which could not be foreseen.
I ara
afraid, sail, that in the present emergency Mine. Jones’ stock of liquors has
been depleted, and, as there is no way of
replenishing it iu Paragould just now, I
am compelled by the exigency of the occasion to request that a slight quantity
of whisky for the juleps be furnished by

They aafdvthat love
With apple bio-

■

language

wav

BLIND.

1
Colonel
Waldo Watterson’s

Egg*, which dropped temporarily to 00 cents
after Thank giving, have taken another boom,
and probably will remain at present prices until after Christmas. Cold storage eggs are be
Painted Re prod act Ions of the Goods
Ing sold lor Si cent™, while price for fresh laid
■old Within the Shops.
| eggs ranges from 35 to 40 cents.
There Is one custom in 8t. PetersFresh laid, per doz.85 040

you

They «H that love

WAS

Then strung the lute with
with tear*.
And love wa» bi»nd, but thoughtless
maid
Forgot that love had ear*.
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Novelty and Nonsense.
William H. Glvran, the Bangor smallpox patient, died Sunday.
Col. William A.
Kimball, of Rockland,
the well-known excursion
manager, died
suddenly In Boston Saturday.
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good

Tin

years ago
as ever

to-day.

Mr. William Donaldson, 690 Blue Hill, Dorchester, Mass.
built these houses in 1870 and roofed them with MF
Every roof is as sound to-day as the day it was put on,
although exposed to the sea air, so destructive to tin
plate. The extra heavy tinning of MF makes it the most
durable roofing made—the only tin that lasts a life time. Trade
mark stamped on each sheet.
Ask your roofer for MF or
tn.oi

(\f)

write

to

W. C.

I

CRONEMEYER. Agent, Carnegie Building, Pittaburg,
on rooting.

for illustrated book
AMERICAN TIN PLATE
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COMPANY, New York.
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Paragould recently.0
Lieutenant March came to the rescue.
He produced his tobacco pouch, and the
colonel thereupon supplied us with corncob pipes. When we had finished our
pipes, 1 announced that we should be
obliged to return to the camp. We made
our adieus to Mme. Jones, but the colonel
insisted upon seeing us safely to our
quarters. When we reached the camp, he
shook hands, bade us good night and
said:
“Gentlemen, I regret—sincerely regret
—that your stay iu Paragould is not to be
But allow me to say,
more protracted.
sabs, that if the fortunes of wah should
ever bring you this way again I
hope,
sahs. that y6u will sgniu partake of our
hospitality.”—New York Times.
I
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Review,
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Boston aud New York papers are
they say that northern
Maine furnishes our big output of ChristThe

prosecute this

and

at

the most important work
in the House has been the nomination by Speaker Henderson of

full extent of

Breakwater.

bis

he

work last year amounted to
$14,713 96, which practically exhausts tbe
money available there.
The work accomplished the past year
consisted of depositing 9 393 tons of stone
The length of the
in the breakwater.
breakwater as built west of Dry ledge is
about 731 feet, leaving 709 feet to be
bunt. The engineers say the breakwater
will require more or leas extensive repairs
until the side slopes have assumed an
angle of rest against wave action.
Congress is also asked for ait appropriation of $25,000 tn complete the project of
improvement at Sullivan Falls* of which
$15,000 should be used during t be coming
year. No work was done last year.

Means committee.
is
of
composed

fray on tbe train from Bar Harbor last
Wednesday afternoon. According to tbe
Neva report, among tbe passengers on the

republicans are entitled to increased
representation on this
important
committee.

several young men from Bar
I Harbor w no bud been drinking, and were
Senator
introduced the new inclined to h*- n
O
the ahv i«> I’
g r two of them,
bill
It ditiers
Martin WrM.er mm soother, got into a
tn form from the
bill of the tight,sort J j-eph M oan, of Bangor, in*
-.op hr trouble. Webber bepast two sessions. The present limit t erf erred io siei
>t the interference, and
came infur
of ocean mail contracts, ten years, is
with a
at
Moran
jabbed
knife, making a
Increased to fifteen years.
The gen- slight wound n>»r the hearr, and nareral subsidy lor all vessels, steamer or rowly missing the vital point. Webber
left the train at Brewer and escaped arsail, which are not under mail con- rest Moran treats the natter 'ightly,
and
sa>«4 »>e doe* nut want Webber prosetract, is uniform, one cent per gross cuted.
ton per 100 nautical miles for not extrain were

Monday'.
subsidy

ceeding sixteen entries in one year.
Any vessel to receive subsidy must be
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sort

of
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run
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The

table

wsa

tbe usual

turkey and **tixiu's” of a real <>'d New England Thanksgiving fea*t Apples from Hancock Point,
sent Mr. Wooster by t in brother. E. W.

!

of the delicacies of the table.
Mr. WiKimer hud as guest* Pmf. M
M
Prof.
Psrker, wife and daughter G -.ce.
Parker and inn dau.*»>»-r ■<•*»
natives
uf East Jsy, Maine, a; d .Mrs. Parker is a
Maf*aaehu«et»« wom-i*
R-minDcenees of
*be ‘‘Pine Tree Slate” added relish to the
meal.
one

The

first

winter

show

of

the

Maine

Poultry

immediately referred to the corryjit^n^ji foreign
relations and Friday a misery™!'tee
unanimously voteV in two and f*nd it

Hale, Maine,
Vienna, Austria; Selden Connor, pension agent at Aucollector
of
gusta;
customs, George E.
Cousena. Kennebunk; William L. Gcrrisb,
Saco; Frank L Shaw, Macbias.

for ratification,
vps bear thesd the
of
measure will receVnpleasantvote
no lQVd a sufevery republican
ficient number of demtfcKtle votes to
Senator Jones,
insure its passage.

Aged Harrington Man Dead.
Capt. Rufus Preble,of West Harrington,
died Monday, aged eighty years.

report

was

seiig

the democratic leader, does not believe that there will be any formal
opposition by the democratic senators.
__

In the first week of Congress a large
amount of work has been accomplished considering that this is the
first session of a new Congress. No
legislation of importance has been

actually enacted,

but

a

gratifying

preliminary details have
On Tuesday the
been disposed of.

number of

mabn

hl«

roffnlar

i

ensconced by their own firesides. If you
think the job of the rural mall messenger
is a sinecure, imagine yourself with Messenger Drummey, on his trip over the
Trenton, Oak Point and Bamide route,
during last Wednesday’s blizzard. The
wind was howling out of the north, piling
the snow in formidable drifts. It was still
snowing, and blowing great guns when
lie left the postoffice at 9 o’clock in the
blizzard
had
blocked
morning. The
trains from the west, but a train had run
down from Bangor with papers and letters, and scattered along his route of over
twenty-three miles were families who
would welcome his coming, though few
expected him to get through. The snow
which tied up railroad trains did not
daunt Messeuger Drummey. People in
Ellsworth laughed at him when he started
out, and predicted that he would not get
over the Beecbland bill.
But with hia
brave little borse, which is yet to see the
snowdrift it will not tackle, he started.
The trip was a
memorable one. For
seventeen of the tweoty-three miles he
covered, Mr. Drummey made the first
track. The island stage which followed
him was soon lost sight of. In places,
drifis five feet deep were encountered, but
the little horse wallowed through them.
Four times he went down, but was soon
on iiis feet, with courage as good as ever.
Mr. Drummey was back at the Ellsworth
post office at 2 30 o’clock, having covered
tils route in just 5H hours, the time limit
allowed him by tne department, and not
only did he break seventeen miles of road,
but bandied the usual amount of mail.
The postal department may be pretty sure
after this that when anybody can go over
the route, Mr. Drummey will get there.
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WORK FOR

TEACHERS.

We

SPECIAL
c«n furnish congenial, profitable and per-

manent employment to two men aud two
women teachers.
Address giving age, experience and
references. Mk. BaLCH, Bangor

Bangor.
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cylinder vampers. 2 fancy top stitchr|^
X era, 1 Lufkin folder, 3 box calf cutters.—
Commonwealth Hhok and Lkatukk Co., GarMe.

¥_>ULLERH over and operators on Chase
Also a Goodyear
I
Lasting Machine.
Welter.—Commonwealth Hhok & Leather
Co.. Gardiner, Me.
in Ellsworth or vicinity to sell
our teas, coffee, etc.
For terms apply to
Grand Union Tea Co., 114 Main Hi., Bangor,
Maine.
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Wages 19 to 22

Chasr

Granite

few good quarryper hour.
Co.. BluehiU, Me
a

cts.

jfar Salt.

at

Old Age.
in the orderly process of
and majestic thing
The
very shadow of ecMp*e which threatens It,
makes It the more prized.
It stands for experience, knowledge, wl-dom and counsel. That
Is old age a» It sh *uhi be. But old age as it so
often Is means nothing but a second "childhood
of mind and body. What makes the difference?
Very larg ly the care of the stomach. In youth
and the full strength of manhood it doesn’f
seetn to matter bow we treat the stomach.
We
abuse It, overwork It, lnjare It. We don’t suffer
front it much. But when age come* the stomach
Is worn out. It can’t prepare and distribute the
needed nourishment to the body.aud the body,
unnourlsbed, fads into sent e decay Dr Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery la a wonderful med
icine for old people vnose stomachs are “weak”
and whose digestions are “poor”. Its invigorating effects are felt by mind as well *s body.
It takes the slings from old age, and makes old
people strong.
Old

IRanUfc.

diner,

£

band saw machine 1 buzz planer.
surface planer, 1 large and 1 small wood
turning l&ihe, 1 ripping saw machine, 1 saw
bench (all iron), 1 swing saw. TVu H. P. gaso-

1

ONE

line engine. All in good working order. Also
hangers, shafts, pulleys, etc. Isaac L. Hodgkins, Ellsworth, Me.

HiJUtrtisnnmta.

CURE THAT COUGH.
Don’t let a cough linger along. It 1s dangerous, cure It up as quickly as possible- No man
or woman 1* so strong and rugged that he or
she can afford to let It run its course. There !<
too much risk.
There is one remedy I recommend in greatest
confll^nce—Syrup, Tar and Wild Cherry Cou* h
Bal am
It cures and cures quickly. The first
done gives relief, and I know of notolng better
(or the cure of simple cough and colds. Keep
tin the house. The bottle Is big, the price 1$

low, .5c.

G. A. PARCKHERt
APOTHECARY.

of

holt-

more
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22 lbs Granulated Sugar,

fine line of

I

domestic

and

special

want to call
to

foreign
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are
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room

for

new
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Christmas Turkey
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DELIGHT,

NICELY ARRANGED TABLE"
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i MEATS. GROCERIES and PROVISIONS
OF

US

AND

CET

.HAND-PAINTED

|1

ui

S

GILES

ft

A

SET

OF

CHINA FREE.

\

SURRILL’S

S

MARKET
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HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.
Latest improvements in both systems.
First-class workmanship.
Prices as
low as is consistent with
good work.

•CLARION" RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
'II'THERBAS Mary E. Black, late of Bluetv
hill, in the county of Hancock, aud
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
January twenty-ninth, a. d. 1895, aud recorded In Hancock county registry of deeds,
in voi. 299. page 14 conveyed to me. the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land described In a deed from David K. Black to
Mary E. Black, said deed being dated May
tenth, a. d. 1883. and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, in vol. 204. page 485,
to which deed and record thereof reference
may be had; and whereas the condiliuu of
said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortRufus P. Gkindlb,
gage.
bv Edward E. Chase, his attorney.
Bluehill, December 9. a. d. 1901.

(he

Bio Cdfl

.i:i\

Kerosene Oil.

:

i S"

real estate situate in said Swan’s Island, and
bounded as follows:
Commencing at a intake and running about
45* west 47 feet to a stake; tbence north 45* east
43 feet to a stake; thence south 45* east 47 feet
to a stake; thence south 45* west 43 feet to the
first mentioned bound.
And whereas the said Mary E. Warren by
her assignment dated the eighteenth day of
April, ISoS, aud recorded in the Uancock registry of deeds, hook 368, page 53, as«igued to
me, the undersigned, the said mortgage, and
the note and dent thereby secured.
And whereas the condition of said mortgtge
ha> been broken, now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Gbosob H. Omwt.
Dee.I,Un.

In ihelDistrict Court of the United States for
♦the District of Maine.
In the matter of
1
Krankhn P. Pray. Indi- |
viduaily and as a memBankruptcy.
ber of
Arm ol P. P.
I
Pray A Sons.
J
Bankrupt,
To the creditors of Franklin P. Pray, of
Eden, in the county of Hancock, and district aforesaid, bankrupt:
OTIC 15 is hereby given that on the
7th day of December, a. d. 1901, the said
Franklin P.
Pray was duly adjudicated
bankrupt, upon petition filed in said court
by him on the 6th day of December, a. d 1901,
and that the first meeting of his creditors will be held at No. 20 State street, Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, on the 28th
day of December, 190., at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such o'ber business as may properly come
John B. Rsdman,
before said meeting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dec. v, 1901.

♦

lot.

Leave orders with us for your

^

rORMLOM RK.

a

lbs 1

dosing out

♦

Xotitfss.

iikmuh.,

i

2

i WHITING BROS. I

at)lea

EH-w mh.

lb 50.cent Tea,

For $2.00

AT COST
to make

T

1

attention

|
♦

25 lbs Granulated Sugar,

large line of

a

HAMBURG EDGING

£

Prices
convinced.

X

unusually attractive.

Is
e

$1.50!

For

linen handkerchief with

KngM>h Initial.

?

mortgage deed dated the twenty-second day
of November, a. d. 1*97. and recorded in the
Hancock rtgistry of dteds, book 318. page 351
conveyed to Mary E. Warren, of Cast!ue. in
vi

♦

f

Hi .Vbcent Tea,

unusually popular article this

Alzcnora Staples, of Swan’s
\UHKUKAS Hancock
fV
island,
county, Maine, by her

lvuui;

j

FOR CASH

RUCS

0 "

riAHE subscribers, residing out of the State
X of Maine, to wit: George A. P. H. Duncan, of
London, England, and Francis C.
Welch, of Boston, in the state of M M*achuaetts. hereby give notice that they have been
Only appointed executors of the la«t will and
testament or Cla>*L. v\ alley, late <>f Boston,
in the county of SuCfo'k, and said state of
Mns-p .liusett d« et a-.* d. and that they have
appi.iuted Hannibal K H.tmiin, of Ellsworth,
in the count.1, of Hancock, and State of Maine,
their agent in said State of Maine.
All
persons having demands against the
estate of sai t deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
liit-re’o i*re requested to make paymeut imGrouok A. P. H. DtniCAN.
mediately,
Dec. 3. 1901.
Frakcis C. Welch.
t*i

a

Our assortment of

9

ELLSWORTH.

be

have

♦

every pound of
50c. TEA.

Manning Block

notk J.

usual line
of

sen ctlou

presents-nothing
proprlate.

*

old

MABEL N. JOY.

•-

Goods

10 our

large

!We

la oiks’ tailoring
and DHKSSMAKINUi

forty-nine eoii ributor*. $10 60;
Northeard Harbor, luircy-four coulri
utors, $16 85; Seal Harbor, seventeen o »•

la a

For Chrl»tmas

an

C. H. GRINDAL,

Urgal

ELLSWORTH, ME.

STREET,

BOOKS

o

l)e*crt.

but ora, $7 05.
!)'•
Grind**
hope* to hear from all
fu*
pos toffies* in tbe county soon,
HitiOMfiia contributed will tie reported as
received. Contribution* nny be sent diiect
r» h-u rer of
t • the
t he Hlei e committee,
W. H. Dow, Portland, or to Dr. Ur indie.
A UM of ine subwe liter**, frith n.etr josi<-ffi''e addrts*. shoo'd accc»mo«o\
the
The list of names will t*e
remittance.
forwarded to tlie sccrttary of the Htale
committee, and by him sent to national
headouarters.
To avoid
mi-takein
name*, the person forwarding list is reh
to
send
written
quested
p unity
duplicate with the original list, or stud a plain
copy, keeping the original list himself.

We have added

day goo

season Is a

SI.OO.

]»

5

UMBRELLAS and FANCY GOODS

28 lbs. Englishcured Pollock for

town

House,

l

20 lbs. SUCAR
for SI.OOwith

of Mt. Desert t* t he first to he
Three
in
that
reported.
post offices
town—Mt Deter!, Northeast Harbor and
Heal Harbor—make returns showing su
Mt.
aggregate of $34.50, a* folows:
Tne

£

$4,50

placed.

MAIN

\ Christmas

WARRANTED

sub-

Prices
sell and not to keep.
will l** at Fast Day, and this Is
to

as

ROLLER

In newest and up tod -te
reasonable.
Call and

[

mWWWwwwwwww WWWwmwwm wm m w wm

FLOUR

County Towns
(irindie, of Mt. Desert, the
Hancock county member of the Maine
committee on McKinley memorial fund,
is receiving returns from Hancock county
posi masters,

MO.

£

L.

j

good

W. GREELY,

A.

<To ]Lr(.

our

a

who has not
used a Fountain Pen knows
what a convenience they are.
1 have the Parker, Wirt ami
Moore—all as good as the best.
Prices from ♦l.no to ♦ t.oo.
one

no

THE TIME TO BUY.

7

cock

Dr. K.

pen, but

bought
they

goods I have were
the same at Christmas

DO

11 un-

Kvervlmdy appreciates

their old i>opu.
A large line from
to choose.

The

MKMOKIAL.

Contributions to the Fund from

FOUNTAIN PENS

regaining

which

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park. I
demand protection to life and property
from the county of llAncock. the State of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mart C. Frrti Acstin.

PATENT

still popular. I have a full
assortment at reduced prices.

and brooches

laritv.

$30.00

are

useful and sensible
]>n*sents for wedding* or
A fresh stock
Christmas.
and good assortment from
which to select
make

are

Prices from

to

Silver Novelties

STERLING SILVER WARE

“pins

carried.

75c

75c to $15.

on

WATER 5T-,

Pet Stock Show.

and Pet Stock association will
place at City ball, Lewiston, Dec. 17,
On Wednesday the Senate received 18,19,20. The exhibition promises to be
from the President the report of the a big success.
Liberal premiums are
Isthmian Canal commission and the offered in all breeds on poultry, pigeons,
cats and Belgian bar^s.
Entries elosed
The pro- last Saturday, and there is a long list.
Ilay •Pauucefote treaty.
The
railroads
will
allow
half-fare
rates to
visions of the treaty accorded with
Lewiston during the show.
the predictions made in these letters.
During the < xhibition there will be a
It calls for no compensation to Great series of meetings fur the purpose of instruction, relating to the breeding to
Britain in return for the abrogation of I bus it ess
poultry, fieri Memen of nations
ton-Bulwer
the Clay
treaty and leaves reputation in tue poultry business will
speak.
the United States the sole master of
the ca.ial with the right to fortify or Presidential Nominations Confirmed.
otherwise protect it, and requires the
The Senate yesterday confirmed the folsimple pledge that the canal shall be lowing nominations by the President:
To be secretary of "foreign legation.
maintained as a neutral

The

bp mnxt

CHAINS to ffo with them from

SEALED

»aiu

Poultry and

take

waterway.

hlnw

$2.50 to $40.00

Maine", will be received at the office of the
Inspector, U. 8. Naval Coal Depot, Frenchman's Bav. Fast Lamolne. Maine, until 1
o clock p. m.. on Wednesday. January 8, iwri,
and publicly opened immediate!)’ thereafter.
Specifications and plans, also blank forms of
proposals, can be obtained by addressing the
Inspector, U. 8. Naval Coal Depot, Kami l<amolne, Maine. Bidders are expected to visit
the depot and make any examination of the
site deemed necessary.
December 7. 1901.

agent in

tr

tn CnltfortilM.

Thanksgiving dinner at the ,*>0one
of P. G Woo**ter, at Pasadena, C*h, wa* «
Tbe

ciass Al, and at least one-fourth of
the crew must be Americans.
The
bill provides an annua! bounty of 92
a ton for deep sea fishing vessels, and
ot 81 a month for American citizens
when engaged in deep sea fisheries:
that a vessel shall receive only one
form of subsidy, and that a vessel
which haB received a subsidy shall not
be sold to a foreigner except by the
consent of the secretary of the treasury. The bill does not provide American registry for foreign ships owned

Turkey

mall

The ring is the "seal of friendship". and is the gift of gift*.
They are very popular. I have
the largest and most attractive
assortment of rings I ever

I f you an* in want of a watch
I have a large number from
which to select. Trices from

proposals, in duplicate, endorsed
“Proposals for Barn, at U. S. Naval Coal
Depot. Frenchman's Bay, East Lamoin*.

trips, and deliver the letter* and papers to
the people along the route comfortably

Bar Harbor:

on

the rural

of

RINCS

WATCHES

Spnlal Notices.

during the winter months is not
one of pleasure.
Rain or shine,

«tin« nr

bull

Representatives Payne,
Hopkins.
Grosvenor, Russel], Steele. Tawney,
McCall, Long, Babcock, Metcalfe,
(republicans); Richardson. Robertson, McClellan, Newlands and Cooper
(democrats). This includes one more
republican and one less democrat
than formerly, Speaker Henderson
believing that, in view of the in- Stabbing Affray on Bar Harbor Train.
Tbe Bangor News reports a stabbing afcreased majority in the House, the

Frye
ship subsidy

Maine

exactly

Gillespie,
in

trip

The

already

Cured

floor and basementState street, until
recently occupied by the Hancock County
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. Rkdman,
agent, in the same building.

STORE—Rooms—first
in Masonic block

a

V

The estimates are that it will require
1230,200 to complete the breakwater near
Bar Harbor, and $26,000 will be asked of
Tbe expenditure
the coming Congress,

Probably

committee

to tbe

furnish

in the coast towus of Waldo, Hancock and Washington, wnere the heavy
pme limber was cut off years ago. The
Toddy pond vicinity, in Hancock county,
probably sends out as many Christmas
trees as any other section of the State.

tbe chief of army engirecommendations for tbe
coming year, submits tbe following regarding tbe work done on tbe breakwater
Gen.

neers,

there will be serious loss.

The

case

Bar Harbor

grows worse, and labor controversies
add to the embarrassment of shippers.
If consignments of fancy goods for
the holiday trade are delayed much

and

tbe

woods

on

The killing of cow and calf
the law.
moose is becoming too frequent, and the
only way to put a stop to it is by enforcing the law to tbe letter. That is wbat
will be done in this case.”

vigorous prosecution oi
work, productive capacity promising
to reach much broader limits early
next year. Current trade is of ample
dimensions, but traffic congestion

Ways

to kill

The north

part, but most of this industry is carried

cow

ever, in the

the

right

a

treea.

mas

of early opportunities, as some ha*
He wise and take advantage
and aY"id liorry.
Make
done.
your selections now

iTo Eft.

somewhat off wbeu

Carleton, “that Ltbby la guilty
be bad

score

The head of this family of Odd
Fellows is E. J. Hincaley, not yet fortysix years of age.
The sons who have
joined the order are Everett, Thomas J.,
and Charles, it is doubtful If this record
can be equalled in the State.

moose, but be went further, and shot the
and calf. Mr. Bom has bis orders to

calm and temperate counsel must
have been most reassuring. There is
little evidence of conservatism, how-

longer

sure

a

sons.

..r.

To be

half

over

]

CHRISTMAS IS FAST APPROACHING.

by local applications, as a tliov cannot reach the
diseased ortion of the ear. There is only one
way u* cure drain* ss, and that Is by constituDeafness is caused by an Intional remedies
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tula*. When this tul»e Is Inflamed
you hare a rumbling sound or imperfect hesr
lng, and when It is entirely closed, dealness 1*
the result, and unless the Inflammation can I*
taken out and this iu»»c restored to iu norma! \
condition, hearing will l*e destroyed forever;
nine rases out of ten are raused by Catarrh,
which l* nothing hut an Inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give one Hundred Dollars for any
of deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot l*e cured by hall's t atarrh Cure. Send for
circulars, free.
K .1 CHUNKY Jt CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggist-. 7f*CHall's Family Fills are the best.

lodge of Odd Fellows, last
Thursday evening, initiated the fourth
member of one family—a father and three

Mr. Carleton
to settle tbe case.
says he will not treat with Libby; that
tbe case is in tbe bands of Game Warden
Ross, to whom he turned over the letter.
“There isn’t a particle of doubt,” said

If any over-cautious investor, manufacturer or business man felt the
least anxiety regarding legislation at

engineer’s rod man to the bead
big street department in a

an

Biuehill

quired
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1901

DphIrpm Cannot be

of years, is the
record of Guy C. Emerson, an Orland boy
and a graduate of Bucksport seminary,
lie is tnirty-live years old.

game commission, st Augusta Monday,
said be bad received a letter from Ltbby
asking tbe lowest amount of money re-

aui.

$25,000 by Congress

Bostou’s

little

Washington County Moose Case.
Fails,
Ltbby, of Columbia
charged wttb violating the game lawa
by kilting a cow and calf mooae, was
found guilty at Machlas Friday o! having
parts of a calf moose in bis possession and
waa sentenced to pay a fine of $500 and
coats. He appesled.

MOON’S PHAStR.
Third

From
of

Howard

23 24 25 26 27 28

of

-1

in-

years. New
serted, such, for example, as the names of
recipients of degrees to 1901, the latest
college regulations, etc., etc.
matter has been

Gillespie recommends previous

Engineer

appropriation

IT IS UP TO YOU!
1 *M PBEPAIIEI1

three years to four causes the school to be
without a fourth year class this year.
The catalogue is larger than those of

years.

for work at Sullivan Falls. The estimated cost for completion of the breakwater
at Bar Harbor is $230,200.
V

_

£9j~30| 31
4-

U. S.
an

evils attendant upon the formation of
trusts.

17 18 19 20 21

Q Quarter

flfty- four

for the reservation of 4,000,000
of forest land in the Southern
Appalachian mountains to be known
as the McKinley national park, and
numerous bills intended to remedy the

10 11 12 13 14

Mr.

are

Bowdoln

of

one, is smaller than usual: but this is explained by the fact that the recent change
in the length of the medial course from

Island’s.oidest couples
George B. Stuart,who have been
flfty-ttve years, and Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Smith, who have been married

viding

7_

medicine.

married

acres

j

as a

and Mrs.

atsuppress anarchy and punish
tempts on the life of the President, a
bill providing a pension of $5,000 per
annum for Mrs. McKinley, a bill pro-

Fr. Sa.

obtained

be

can

Swan’s

to

1901

5

4

liquor

schedules in the Philippines (a measure made
necessary by the setting
aside of the present tariff law as applied to the islands by a supreme court
decision), numerous bills intended

sirlcijy

DECEMBER

Bucfcsport’a liquor agency question has
bee.) settled in favor of those who insist
place where
upon the necessity of a

have been introduced are measures
providing for Chinese exclusion, the
enforcement of the Dingley tariff

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
r. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager

college for
catalogue
1901 1902, just issued, shows a total enrollment of 346, of which number 254 are
in the academic department. The enrollment in the medical school, ninety-

two

over

College Catalogue.

Rowdoln
The

Among the bills which

thousand.

BT THE

1901

aggregating

tal number

▲T

All

COUNTY (lOSSilP.

President’s message was read in both
houses, and met with almost universal approval of the members. Before adjournment a large number of
bills were filed with the clerk, the to-

€be tfrlleioortb ^American.

,r an

BS ‘SXT’.E.X™ tfSSSZ/*'1

Main Street.

J. P.

ELDRIDOE.
UET THE

l “Flowers
S

are

always fit presents bethey are a proud as-

cause

sertion

S

that

ray of
lieauty outvalues all the
utilities in the world.”
_

a

—Emerson.

5 Flowers and Plants for the holidays can be had at the

(In

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
<
»■»

»?«

m

M. M.

Ij

Boston Terrie r
So.

,ln ™*

Citfcir.

(iEO. 5. HARRIS & CO.
...BOSTON. MA5 s.

Ellsworth, Mo.
BEST; IT COSTS NO MORE.

MERTZ,

Practical Tuner
Repairing

a

or*»o.,no©“o

specialty.

I ourteen years’

factory experience.

Out of town orders solicited.
Orop a postal or leave orders at J.
T. Crippen’s music
store, Ellswortli, Me.

PROBATE

Proceedings

!!

COURT.

the November Term,
Held at Ellsworth.
Wills admitted to probate; Charles D.

W llbur, East brook ; Benjamin (2. Harbour,
Deer Isle; James Child*, l*le au Haul.
Wilis presented for probate: Alice 8argcant, Boston; John R Htarr, Or la ml;
James Collar, plantation No. 33; Matilda
J. Springer, Franklin.
Administration granted on estates of
Arthur L. Hale, Cornelius Hayes, Ellsworth; William 8. Newman, Tremont;
Boaan Gray, famine; Martha E. Heavey,
Gouldaboro.
Petition filed for administration on estate of Nicholas F. Curran, Eden.
Inventories returned in estates of
Cornelius Hayes, Ellsworth; George E.

Wiacott,

Cornelius

Hucksport;

Ellsworth.

Turner. Ellsworth.
Petition for commissioners on claims
against estate of Eiearer B.
Young,

RLUiwoimi kalikH.

to

visiting In Bangor this week.

are

N.
a

accept

Alice

McCarty
position

has gone to Orono
as

night

operator

Mian McCobb will appear

M. D. liaslam moved up last week from
Hall Quarry, where he has bad employthrough the summer.
C. M. W It ham went to Boston last week

ment

to

join

his wife and

the week

ton

previous.

Bertie who

He carried

so

an

on

two nice

Joy’s
wjll
Preparations are being
opening the Glenrose
orchestra

bone

reduced the

made

for

soap

factory.

put In the

re-

building

and

have been fired up.
It Is
understood that in about two weeks the

factory will start

factory is

up

in

The

earnest.

equipped,

well

and

in

the

product
became favorably known. The people of
Ellsworth will be glad to see the factory

abort time it

running

was

running again.

It

will

be

its

n

benefit

Campbell,

Ellsworth, Tremont and Ston
tngton Steamboat Co. considers purchasing. The “Attaguin” was built by tbe
Lawlers, tbe well-known yacht builders,
fora bouse boat two or three years ago,
She
but has never been in commission.

could easily be remodelled in the interior
to make her suitable for tbe EllsworthStonington route. She is ninety feet

long,

side-wheeler and draws about

a

4%

feet of water. She is tbe largest boat the
company has yet had in consideration.
As she has not been registered, if purchased she would

be rechristened

of Ellsworth”.

Ella

Dunn, junior vice-presi-

dent; Abbie Campbell, chaplain; Etta
Dennett, conductor; Augusta Emery,
treasurer; Sarah Counick, guard; Emma
McFarland, assistant conductor; Frances
Armstrong, assistant guard; Lizzie ParMaria Armsons, color-bearer No. 1;
strong, color bearer No. 2; Mary Lsffin,
color-bearer No
3; Julia Gray, color
bearer No. 4; Addle M. Carlisle, delegate
to State encampment; Augusta Emery,
alternate; Hannah Bonsey, installing officer.
The date of installation
been decided upou.

has not

y

UI

ten

MEN’S OVERSHOES,
possible prices.

%

our

Christmas line of

Bath

Neckwear, Umbrellas,

Robes

and Night Shirts.

W. R. PARKER ELL8WOR.Sha.nE
Manning

CLOTHING CO-11

Block.

Having sold the greater portion of the
Treasury Stock of the

-itmllunCIJirUT

ANNUUNwtlYltN
CALIFORNIA
rapidly building

We
are
'
v

the enormous

output
o
tp

„arn

KING

COLD

MINES

CO.,

Par, $5.00.
the world to treat
the largest Cyanide Plant in
the mine
We are building a railroad to connect
and
energetlcal,y pushed forward to completion,
The mine
the first of February next.

b,

in full operation
the start.
,.nd pay dividends from
and information to
but apply at once for prospectus

everythingiH be
Hi

of
* ore.

I

I)o not

delav!

MRS
MR

BUKER

ISABELL
24.French street,

CHASE, Agent,
bancor, me.

***

Himnunu,

days’ limit allowed by the aiderpayment into the city treas-

for the

ury

by the tax collectors of flO.OOO,

been

customer.

IUO LUlimmiiucij

men

pires

Boys Rubbers,

We have just received

on

Sunday evening

at

Baptist

some

to-morrow.

hustling
bard

the

The

collectors

ex-

have

to meet the

was

all

run

This is her

first called attention to some of the
natural advantages of the city—its delightful location, it* beauties as a summer
or winter home, its almost perfect sanitary location on aldehilla sloping toward
the river, its excellent library, its splendid waterpower. Then he spoke of present depression in business, which he said

own

unsolicited statement.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Promises to

and

cure

the

keeps

promise. The earlier treatment is
begun the better—begin it today.
?.is

..rrr

due

largely

form tbe

to lack

City.”

of

public spirit,

At the close of the meet-

The houae o!

j

A rope, noosed about his neck, hud been
fastened to a beam in the barn. The body

partially on the floor. Death refrom strangulation. Mr. Bissett
bad made all preparations for bis drive to
Sargentville, even to putting hay and feed
rested

sulted

in the

sleigh for his horse.

Mr. Bissett was a native of Scotland.
He came to Maine twenty-five years sgo,
and had lived most of that time in Penobscot and Bluehill, engaged in quarrying.
He was about sixty years of age. He hsd
been married twice, and leaves seven children.
_

CHURCH NOTES.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Adams, pastor.
30, prayer and

Rev. J. M.

at 7

Friday evening
meeting.
Sunday, Dec. 15—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
con-

ference

service

at

7.
MKTHODIHT

EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.

Sunday, Dec. 15—Morning service ai
1145
Junior
10.30. Sunday school at
league. 3 p. ni. Epworth league at 6 30
Preaching at 7.
Tuesday evening at 7 30, class meeting.

Bay side—Service
Mr. Simonton.

Sunday at 2.30 p. m.;

David Kerr, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.
Free music class at close of meeting.
Sunday, Dec. 15—Morning service at
Sermon by the pat-tor.
10 30.
Sunday
Rev

school ni 12 m. Junior C. E at 6 p. m
Evening preaching “ervice at 7.
Subject:
“Who Ought to Reform the City.” All
welcome.
Trenton— Service Sunday at 2 30 p. m.;
Mr. Kerr.
UNITARIAN.

Coar, pastor.
15—Morning service at
Subject: “The Need of Religion.”
Rev. A. 11.

Sunday,
10 30

Dec.

Tuesday evening, at 7.30, teachers’
meeting at home of Mrs. Wiggin. SuLject: “Jesus Preaches in Nazareth.”
Zinc and Grinding Make
Dcvoe Lead and Zinc Paint wear twice
as lead and oil mixed by hand.—Advt.

aa

long

applications

M.

..

collector

of

customs and

a

well-

known democHt, died Sunday, aged fiftyThe immediate cause of hia
years.
death wan a carbuncle.
Capt. Kundlett
wan a retired aea captain.

seven

"C" With

a

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P.

7

Boston...

|A. M.
.| 9 00

M.|
00

P.

11

Portland

00.!

A. M A.
8 0«
10
BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St. 6 Oft 10
Brewer Junction .1 6 12 10
Holden.
t« 34 10
Lake Hou«e. f8 41 l<
H 49 10
Greet. Lake.
Nleolin
f« 60! 10

Ellsworth Falla..
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gton Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.

4 50

05
34

4 64
ft to
tft 2ti

4

f6 27

12

50

t7

11 47

7 ft'

11 52

Htfl
8 20
8 60
9 HO

II 5a

5

5

fft 4 »
ft 68
6 03

69

1113
11 18
11 27
11 87

49

M.

12 40

M.
CX*

7 13
7 18
7 0
t7 8»

Mt.Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento...
BAR HARBOR.I

f*

18

2i
So
6 34
6 40
6
6

—

12

7 27

4ft

tStop on signal or notice to Conduotor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boaton and 8t. John.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procnre ticket!
before entering the train, and especially Ell!
worm to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pree. and Gen’) Manager.
F E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t.
BOSTON AND BANCOR

Tail.

#

The “C” with a tail is the trademark of Cascarets Candy Cathartic.
Look for it on the light blue enameled
metal box!
Each tablet stamped
Never sold in bulk. All
C. C. C.

druggists,

M. A. M A. M.
5 86
4 00
1 80
9 05
ft 57
7 26

Portland..
Boston.

Steamship Company.

ioc.

HORN.
CHURCHILL—At Orland, Dec ft, to Mr
Mrs Howard E Churchill, n son.
Dec 6, to Mr and
DORR —At Orland,
Everett E Dorr, a son.
DODGE!—At Penobscot, Dee ti, to Mr and
David M Dodge, a daughter.
HIGGINS—At Latnolne, Dec 2, to Mr and
George W lllgclns, twin eons.
LUNT—At Long Island, Nov 30, to Mr and
Hiram A l.uut, a daughter.
SMITH—At Manset, Dec 9, to Mr and Mrs
Smith, a daughter.

and

Mrs
Mrs

i

i

Mrs
Steanu

rs

leave Bar Harbor

at

7

a

in

on

Mon-

days and Thur-days Tor Seal Harbor, Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton, connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

Mrs
L

A

RETURNING.
t

MAKR1KD.
BRAGDON—BUNKER—At Franklin, Dec 7, by
W w Hragilcn, esq, Mb» Blanche L Brag* on,
of Kastbrook, to Harvey K Bunker, of Franklin
BOWDEN—WARDWELL—At North Penobscot, Dee B, by Rev C Garlamt, niss Sarah
Frances Bowden, of North Bluehill. to Percy
Albert Ward well, of Penobscot
[No cards’]
CARTER— M’DONNELI.—At Sedgwick, Dec 1.
by Rev K S Drew. Miss Gladys 8 Carter to
Owen .1 McDonnell, both of Brooklln.
ELLIS—SCOTT—At North Deer Isle, De ft. by
Rev Minot Shaw Hartwell. Miss Flora Boynton Ellis to Amos Sidney Scott, both of Deer
Isle.
EDMUNDS—COUSINS—At Emerv’s Mills, Nov
28. by Rev .1 D Cochrane, Miss -Jensi** Ed
tnunds to Edmund B Cousins, of Sanford,
formerly of LamoloeFULLERTON-M*DONALD— At Brower, Nov
27, by Rev H H llamaker. Miss Sadie Fullerton. formerly of Ellsworth, to Ambrose McDonald, of Brewer
FERNALD—REAVEY— At Gouldsboro, Dec 8,
by Ernest Rlee, esq, Mrs Katie M Fernald to
Capt Fret! M Seavey, both of Gouldsboro.
HIGGINS—WOOD—At Fitchburg, Maw, Nov 9.
1>\ Rev Arthur Sr, *|i. Miss Helen Maud Dig
gin-*, formerly of Franklin, to George B Wood,
of Seal Harbor
KESNISTON —CONNOR—At Amherst. Dec 6,
by Rev Frederic Fearv, Miss Vivian 1 Ken
niston, of A inhered, to Edwin S Connor, of
Castlne.
PAINE —PETTENGILL—At Holbrook, Mass,
Nov 27, by Rev Warren F Lowe, of Boston,
Miss Lottie Mnv
Paine, of Holbrook, to
Gcotgc I! t'eUeuglU, *»i Brockton, Maoe.
PHIPPS BENNETT—At Orland, Dee 9, by
Rev Howard D French, Mrs Rose I) Phipps
to Roacoe P Bennett, both of Orland.
ROBBINS-WILLI AMS—At Stonlngton, Nov
2S, by Rev II v\ Conley, Edith E Robbins to
Thomas A Williams, both of Stotdngton.
REDDING—TRACY—At Bar Harbor, Nov 29,
by Rev S L Hanscom, Mrs Loui-e Redding to
YOUNG —TOR KEY—At Surrv, Nov 30. by Rev
1’ S Collins, Mrs Betsey Young, of North
Woodstock, N H, to Edwin ll Torrey, of

Surry.

From

Tuesdays

E. S. J.

Calvin Austin, Gen’l

Commencing Saturday, Nov 2, 1901, steamer
••Juliette" leaves Rockland upon arrival of
from Bo-ton nut before 5 a m. Tueedays, Thur day- and Saturdays as follows: For
Dark Harbor, *Northwe»t Harbor, *Eggemoggin, tSouth Brooksvllle, Sargentvllle, North
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Rrooklln. ftVest Tremont,
South Bluehlll, Bluehlll, Surry, Ellsworth.
RETURNING.
Leave Ellsworth (stage to Surry), at <! a m,
Surry at 7 a m, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for Rockland via landings as above noted,
connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston except on Fr days
* Will land
going East Thursdays and Saturdays, going West don.lays and Fridays.
f Will land going East Tuesdays, hud going
West Wednesday«
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will lnave
word at 27 Hancock str. ei, Ellsworth (telephone
connection).

Everybody knows that my stock it
by far the largest, my styles the best
and my prices the lowest, but this sal(
offers unusual opportunities to al
who wish to add to or improve th(
furnishing of their dining-room,
You can afford to try me and see.

—

FURNITURE

Telephone Connection.

32 Main Street

'NEW.

MADE

I have ample facilities for repairing and renovating old furniture.
1 keep on hand mauy styles of coverings, and many more samples to
select from.

%

HAIR MATTRESSES MADE
GOOD

AS

NEW.

UNDERTAKING.
L.

W.

JORDAN,

No. 1 Franklin Street,

Ellsworth.

SETS.”

ASH—full suites for $19.00; hard to
beat this. We have them also in Oak.
Maple and Birch. Latest Styles.
Lowest Prices.

COUCHES.
A large line of new patterns.
Coverings in velour, tapestry, plush and
leather. This is none too early to tx;*
gtn to thluk about Christmas.

Straw Mattings &

Rugs

E. J. DAVIS,
Street,

Ellsworth.

^♦0#0*O*O*O*O*O*O**:*<*0#0V
*

J

EDWIN M. MOORE,

S

dealer In all kinds of

+

Freak, salt, Smoked and Dry

^

|
*
i
■_■
Blueflah,?!
3
FISH.

*

*

Haddock, Halibut,
Mackerel, Oysters. Clams, Scallops,

Cod,

a

C. R. FOSTER,

*

SllJbrrtisnncma.

No. I Franklin

and CHAIRS.

Mgr., Boston.

steamer

OF

CHINA CLOSETS,
SIDEBOARDS
DINING TABLES

at

Rocklaad, BliicMll & Eilsw oriii steamlrt Co.

SALE
DINING ROOM
FURNITURE

Fridays

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

CHAMBER

SPECIAL

and

From Rockland, via way-landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) 5 am.

ALLEN—At Sedgwick, Dec 4, Cora A, wife of
.1 1* Allen, aged 20 yeurs, 9 months, 7 days.
BISSETT-At Bluehlll, Dec 9, William I* Bissett, aged about 60 years.
DOUGLASS—At North Brooksvllle, Dec 2,
David L Douglass, aged 19 years, 10 monthB.
EATON—At Little Deer isle, Nov 11, Mrs Nellie
M Eaton, aged 23 years, 2 months, 27 days.
MOON—At Hancock, Dec 7, Mrs Carrie E Moon,
aged 44 years, 1 month, 27 days.
PI PER—At Fastbrook, Nov 30, Miss Ilattle
Piper, aged 16 years, 2 days.
PETTEE—At Birch Harbor, Dec 5, Harry, Bon
of Mr and Mrs J W Pettee, aged 5months.

atrfjnrtisnnnits.

Boston,

5pm

1)1 KI>.

MARINE LIST.

seen

DeHth of h IJetlrerl Sea Captain.
Capt. K. T. Kundlett, of Wiecasset, former

M. P.

P.

■

Waukeag,S. Fy.

Fire at Orland.

Wilhur Gray at the “Falls”,
and followed this up by calling attention Orland, was burned Monday night. The
to some existing evils as be saw them.
| family escaped in their night clothes.
Next Sunday evening Mr. Kerr will I The wind blew the liame? sway fr< m tbe
barn, and it did not catch fire. Nothing
speak on the subject, “Who Ought to Re- was saved from tbe house. The loss is
waa

M

...

down —with-

appetite, losing flesh, and unable to do
her work. It restored her appetite, increased
her weight, and made her well and strong.

He

of the vote passed by the
The several members of the
Domestic Ports.
by The American reporter to-day said that unless the f10 000
Boston—Ar Dec 8, sell Mabel E Goss, Stonbefore
hands
of
the
treasurer
was in the
lngton
Ar Dec 6, schs Chas A Hunt, Watchman and
to-morrow night’s meeting, action would
surely be commenced against the collect- A J Miller, Stonlngton
Bid Dec 9, Bibs VVesterloo, Mt Desert; FlheCollector Holmes said
ors’ bondsmen.
east
to-day that if delinquents did not pay up, man,
Boothbat—Sid Dec 6, ach M C Moseley, Bos
he would, for the protection of himself ton
and his bondsmen, take the most strinBrunswick, Ga—Sid Dec 6, sch S G Haskell,
gent measures in his power, which means I RlchMrdson, Boston
Bridgeport, CT-Ar Dec 7, sch Franconia,
seizure of property, or possibly some arrests.
It was intimated by one of the
Norfolk—Ar Dec 4, sch Monhegan, Murphy,
aldermen that the city would ask for an
Paspentac
injunction to restrain certaiu corporaNew York—Ar Dec 6, sch Pochasset, from
tions, against which there were taxes, South Amboy for Stonlngton
from paying dividends until the taxes
Ar Dec 7, schs Druid. Hart, and Puritan, Sar
were paid.
gent, Bluehlll; Annie E Rlckerson, St John, N
f
It for Philadelphia
Ellsworth lodge, A. O. U. W., at its
Ar Dec 6. schs Annie It Lewis. Bangor; Mary
B Wellington, Clark’s Island; T B Garland and
meeting last evening nominated offi- Ada
J Lamp ell, for Stonlngton; Nettle Cush
H. T. Sowle, P. M. W., lng, Biuehid; Jonathan Cone, Bangor; Glendy
cers as follow’s:
1 aial«
Burke,
E. E. Rowe, M. W.; E. A. Lermond, F.;
Ar Dec 5, schs Ira B Ell ms, Stonlngton; Lena
Harvard Greely, overseer, J. F. Knowlton, While, Bluehlll
Sid Dec 8, schs R G Whllden, Boston; Pochas
recorder, E. F. Robinson, financier; F.
set, Stonlngton
8. Lord, receiver; John A. Lord, guide;
Ar Dec 9 sch Pepe Ramirez, Fernandina
Philadelphia—Ar Dec 5, sch Herald, Black
J. H. Leland, 1. W.; William G Brooks, O.
River, Ja
E.
E.
David
Rjwe,
Friend,
trustee;
W.;
Delaware Breakwater—Ar Dec 7, sch
representative to grand lodge; J. F. Pepe Ramirez, Fernandina for New York
Knowlton, alternate. Maine and North
Portland—Ar Dec 0, sch Arthur Clifford,
Dakota are engaged in a friendly contest Boston
Ar Dec 9, schs Hattie Mayo. Murphv. Calab
for new members in the coming year
The membership in the two states is now for Boston; Mary C Stuart, Calais for New York
Dec 0, schs Julia Frances, Ella
Salem—Ar
for
a
such
about equal. The challenge
worth for Jersey City; F 11 tkllorne, Stoning
contest was made by Grand Master Work- ton for New Y’ork; Lizzie Lee, Boston foi
North Dakota, aud
man Kueeshsw, of
Vlna'hayen
Plymouth—Cld Dec 4, sch F Goodnow, Ston
accepted by Grand Master Workman C.
The Maine ingmn and New York
8. Cummings, of Maine.
Wilmington, Del—Ar Dec 7, sch Medford
do
not
intend
and
are
members
hustling,
Port Tampa
to lose in the contest. Grand Mas’er Belaud,
li'orslfu Porte.
the
Workman Cummings says
past year
Cape Hayti— »r Dec 4, sch II J McCarty
whs the most prosperous in the order in
have Flynn, Wilmington, N C
Three new
Maine.
Not«a.
been received in the Ellsworth lodge.
sch Monhegan, Murphy
As the next regular meeting would fall on
Norfolk, Dec 4
from Paspefdae for New York, arrived here it
Christmas eve, the lodge voted to hold
distress, having lost several sails In blow out
the meeting Thursday evening, Dec 26
side.
Spoken.
Educate lour Bowels With las carts is.
Dec 4, lat 80 00, Ion 79 34, sch Mary A Hall
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
Haskell from Pensacola for Irvington
10c.25c. If C. C. C. fail, druggist refund money

requirements

She took it when she
out

many were led to expect, but at the same time he did uot
mince tils words.

pRst week, and must do

work to-morrow

Sarsaparilla did for Mrs. L. B.
Garland, Shady, Teun., it has done for others.

as

a.

BAR HARBOR. 10 80 # 25.
4 < 0.
Sorrento...
4 25
Sullivan
II 50 4 fo 9 10
Mt Desert Ferry.
4 57
11 28
9 17
Wnukeag, 8. Fy
II t
5 0o 9 20
Hancock
II 37
5 07 9 30
Franklin Road
Wash’gion Jc. II 49 f5 18 9 50
6 .9,
9 58
11 56
ELLSWORTH
5 31 10(3
Ellsworth Falla. fl2 0
Nleolin
112 14 5 48 10 17
Green Lake.!tl2 23 ft 54 HO 27
Lake House.fia 81 t« 02.
6 10, f in 42
Holacu
fl2 3f
12 5#
6 So 11 0*2
Brewer June
1 06 6 37 11 10
Bangor, Ex. St
BANGOR, M.C. 1 10 8 4 » II 1ft
P.

What Hood’s

was well filled.
Kerr’s subject was “Tbe Great Need
of City Reform”. He was not as radical

BAR

..

orates and tones is needed.

church.

Oct. 14, 1901.
HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Commencing

..

A medicine that strengthens the

Mr.

his remarks

the

stomach, perfects digestion, invig-

The church

in

over

The vital functions are impaired,
food does not nourish, and the
whole system is run down.

city problems.
was given

the

of weakness all

feeling
body.

these lectures

BAPTIST.

Blanquefort commandery, K T., received an official visit from Eminent Sir
Ermon D. Eastman, grand captain general,
ComEminent
last Friday evening.
mander E. E. Parker, of Lewiston, was
present. Tbe work of tbe commandery
in the templar and malta degrees was
highly complimented by Sir Knight East-

aldermen.
city board

low cut at lowest

first of

“City
/

woman’s relief corps of Wra. H. II.
Rice post last Thursday evening elected
Martha J. Blaisdell,
officers as follows:
president; Annie Langley, senior vice-

ELITE SHOES

or

The

The

Buy and Wear the

high

There is failure of the strength
endure; a

to do and the power to

crusade at the union Thanksgiving service. Then he announced a series of Sun-

day evening lectures

Task

a

In
see-

of

which tbe

The

in

thoroughly

pall bearers were morning, and went to his stable to care
Cherryfield; Col. H. for his horse and prepare for his regular
E. Hamlin, Capt. H. J. Joy, Henry Whit- drive to the Maine Lake Ice Co.’s quarry
at Sargentville, where he was employed.
ing, L. M. Moore and T. F. Mahoney.
O. W. Tapley will go to Boston this His eight-year old son, going to the stable
an hour later, found his father dead
week to inspect the steamer “Attaguin”, half

lUi

Men's and

Is

Mr. Kerr has been

Every Exertion

them

to

man.
Rev. J. P. Simonton was the candidate. After the work, a turkey supper
Past Eminent Commander J.
was served.
B. Redman presided as toastmaster at the
postprandial exercises. Interesting remarks were made by Sir Knights Eastman, Parker. Simonton, King, Knowlton,
Cushman and Foster. The entire evening
was one of tbe most enjoyable in the His-

A full line of

and

it.

sees

The

Pythian service.

I

once

shout

he

Rev. Richard gambling contrivances out of tbe city.
bouse, as first intended.
Owen, of Bar Harbor Congregational Other reforms will follow.
church, officiated, assisted by Rev. A. H. ;
Suicide Ht Bluehill.
Coar, of Ellsworth Unitarian church.
William P. Bissett, a well known citizen
The Apollo quartette, of Bangor, sang, i
After ttie regular service, members of of Bluehill, committed suicide Monday
Donaqua lodge, K. of P of which de- morning, by banging.
Mr. Bissett rose at his usual hour in the
ceased was a
member, conducted the ;

Co.

our

Ellsworth,

as

city, giving employment to several citizens’ committee. One of tbe first
hands, and bringing money into tbe city. things toward which tbe efforts of this
The funeral of George K. Cunningham committee will be directed, says Mr. Kerr,
took pUce at the Unitarian church last 1s tbe suppression of the slot machines.
Thursday afternoon, instead of at the He Intends to drive every one of these

president;

any you will always be

city problems

the

Mra. Jar-

I

small

the furnaces

afibcrtiBtmrntB.

Clothing

street, last

furnish music.

Water has been

John Fox, with a crew of eight men,
started for township 88 Monday morning. that the world got on so long without It.
Mr Fox will operate on same site ad last
j We paint the one that burnt down and the
winter.
What Is better,, we paint the
new one too.
a
was
Ada
Mrs.
given
McCarty
surprise i houses that don’t burn down.
houses that burn; we Insure
the
About
Insure
You
on
fifty
.Saturday evening.
party
You have ashes and
of her friends assembled, and had a very the houses that don’t.
pleasant evening.
smoke; all the houses are ours.
Devoe. We sell, the
We paint lead and zinc
A large number of tickets have already
benefit dance to be paint to painters; we don’t paint
been sold for the
fashion
old
oil
Is
the
and
paint. Devoe
evenLead
given In llaucock hall on Thursday
ing. A band concert will precede the is zlrc ground In with the lead and linseed oilsame proporllons as used.by U. S Government;
dancing.
the world; and the cheapest,
The ladles’ sewing circle will have their the l>est paint In
because ibe work Is all done by machinery.
Christmas sate In the vestry on Wednesday
wants
poor paint, there’s lots of It,
Nobody
afternoon and evening of next week.
In the world
There will be fancy tables, besides food though,
Yours trnly,
and candy tables, presided over by me tuF. w. Devos St Co.
A lk
be ra of tbe society.

W. R. Parker

Main

There will be a hand concert and dance
at Hancock hall Thursday evening. The
dance is given by Ticonic hose company
of Ellsworth Falls, as a benetlt for W. D.
Wlison, who was shot in the arm a few
weeks ago while hunting. A concert by
Lynch’s band will precede the dancing.

Letter to The Geo. h. Grant Co.,
Ellsworth.
Your business Is, when a house
Dear Mir*
burns down, to give the owner some money to
build a new one. It Is a good business. Queer

deer.

on

Though slight, the fracture is
located that It may cause permanent

Fred I.

went

Falla,

the sidewalk

weakness of the ankle.

ley, N. P. Cutler, jr. and H. E. Davia will
be lackeys, and Mina Nan Druimney will
preside at lbe piano, l'be entertainment
will begin at 8 15 o’clock.

there.

leave

has tackled

fracture.

A Football Player.Henry Campbell
Sweet Alice. .Mies Katherine Hale
Hen Bolt.W F AVken
The Boy who stood oo the Burning Deck,
Charlie Eppes

j

Mrs.

wfiled will

Friday evening, fracturing a
at the ankle. Dr. Hsgerthy

Puritan Malden.Mis* Ethel Knowlton
Nydla.Mias Fannie Hall
Hough Khler.W II Gregg
I’rlma Donna.Mr* E J Walsh
Old Dancing Lady. .Miss Allen

Certificates for change of name issued
Elizabeth M. Nicholson, Nellie L Bullock, Bucksport.

earnest

“Olympia”,

Saunders,

___

to

In

the cruiser

fell

Mitcellaneout Chamber.
Cow Boy,.....F Carroll Burrlll

Usued.

George

repre-

Porto Rico.Miss Ray Whiting
Hawaii.........Miss Bessie Joy
Samoa. Miss Kmma Hale
< Harry L Crabtree
Phillppli.l.A.. { trehur Parcher
( iWldle Parsons
American Soldier.Willis Dunn
.J B West
American Sailor..

tnrnen in estates of Chanea A. Sinclair,
Portsmouth, N. H.; Maria M. Joy, Hurry.
Certificates of sale of real estate d ed in
estates of Horace 8. Payson,
Boston;
Abble P. Treworgy, Buck*>p >rt.
Orders of distribution t**uerl in estates
of Edward Noyes, Huillvau;
Margaret

Kerr, of the Baptist Church, Is
Firing llot Hhol.
Kev. David Kerr, of tbe Baptist chnrch,

Kafltoaft# anti £ttamboata.

Pastor

ination the next morning, and
was
assigned at once to the receiving ship
“Wabash”. He hopes to he assigned to

In January for a cm *• * run ml the
world, ing things, and storing up energy for this
occupying three and one-half years.
fight, for months. He says he recognizes
Wivurua encampment, I. O. O. F., on his own responsibility as a minister of the
Monday evening nominated off!cert as gospel In Ellsworth to do what he can to
follows:
L. W. Jordan, C. P.; F. 8. Call, help correct lhe evils which he sees, and
'll. P.; Herbert J. Dodge, 8. W.; F. E. I he means to do it. He hopes to have the
Dray, J. W.; L F. Oilea, scribe; J. W. aid of the right-minded citizens generally.
Nealiey, treasurer.
Mr. Kerr fired his first shot
in the
Albert
of Ellsworth

..

Franklin.
Allowance out of personal estate granted
to widow of Edward B. Rodick. Eden.
Affidavits of notice of appointment re-

Jelllson

Hancock ball next Tuesday evening, Dec.
the auspices of Ibe December
social committee of the Congregational
church.
The exhibition is under the

Duchess of York.Mrs F H McFarland
American Chamber.
George Washington.K F Robinson
Manila Wellington.. MrsW A Alexander
General Howe......W W Morrison
Mrs Murray. Mrs H M Hall
Powhatan...John A Stuart
Miss Grace I Lord
Pocahontas
Capt John Smith.Charles K. Alexander
new Pottet iont.
and
hit
Chamber of Uncle Sam
Uncle Sam...Omar W Tapley
Columbia......Miss Ruble McGowii
Cuba.... .Mbs LeonIce Foster

Bates, Hrooksvllle; John Paul Gordon,

Ethel Jeilison snd

be given at

will

Hittorical Chamber.

them.
Accounts filed for settlement In estates
of David W. Henson, Tremont; Wesley T.

Miss

Works’’

Queen Isabella....Mins llannab Holmes
Christopher Columbus.W A Alexander
Diogenes.c...Charles Knowlion
Shakespeare.F W Rollins
Madame Rrrnmler.MrsN P Culler, Jr
H W Haynes
Du^eof York........

Hayes;

......t.H.

popular exhibition of “Mrs.

Wax

great success.
The character* which will he
sented In “wax” are a< follow*:

Cunninghr.m, Kden; Danforth P. Mason,
Orland; Abigail A. Hawes, Caatlne;
Rebecca M. Young, Hucksport; Edward
Noyes, Hulllvau; Alfred C. Butler, Wal

(InnlH.Kn.A

ever

management of Miss Mary Heldou Me*
Cobb, of Portland, who baa presented the
mhx works in many cliies, always with

settled In estates of Anson P.

Accounts

The

Jar ley ’a

atrijrrtiBrmrnts.

CITY REFORM.

(ilvsii In Kllsworth.

17, under

an

Continued from pagt 1.

Always Popular Kntertalnnient to he

I!

Insane person, Castlne.
Petitions filed for hetn-e to sell real
estate In «states of Earl A. Gordon, Forest
L Gordon and Merton L Gordon, minors,
Franklin; Harriet Ann Mooney, a person
of unwound mind, Hucksport; Jane Me

Cartby,

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

at

5

Lobsters and Finnan Huddles.

+
O

O Campbell ft True Bldg.. East End Bridge, O
t
ELLSWORTH, ME.

The

BCA9

an has subscribers at l(n
-offices in Hancock county
*apers in the county com
reach so many. THB Amur

a

bf the 11
till the
lined An

*.

Bancort
be, bur >■

Wrly

be

feet

are

n

Uon of r>
Barbor H
than that
in Banco*

other pagou

Florence
Nevells moved to Sargentville Mon-

Lillian and Josie Snow
South Penobscot

\TY

bbr Mrtdu/
gout It

VEWSL

County Nchh

***

other

the road

to

Tracy

the

homestead

The rev* ue cutter ‘Seminole” was iE
the harbor Saturday. The captain reports goo»* ork done by his steamer dur*
lug the iae at :m in aid of imperilled
Yessels.
^
A little

nghter

•'■

Mrs. Kolanit

was

of

Supper

noon.

s

was

pleasing manner. After the singing
“Tenting To-night”, Adjutant Snow-

and
of

ft>y

twenty years. Then came the singing of
“Marching Through Georgia”, a fitting
prelude to the two speeches which followed. Comrade James Higgins was detailed to introduce the department commander of Maine, Major Clayton, of Bangor. These two soldiers were in the campaign together, and marched “to the sea”

the

history of the post from
its organization to the present time,
which contained much that reminded the
comrades of the work and changes of

sain**

boat to

a

commence

course

same school.
Margaret and Lulu
the
Richardson, of McKinley, joined
party to continue their course of study
Miss Leith left on Monday
at Pittsfield.
for anoUiur term at Castine normal
school.

At the

Tko

its

aa<vin»

Ruriutt

mont

ba

»u

e

/.irs>la

and entertainment at

Thursday evening,
iter, a choice display of

hal/4

Wa strand Mrs. Fannie

had secured excellent

received

lively,
reading t»y

Jiner,”

Mias

introduced the

propriate speech,

Dec. 9.

descriptions

of

applause.
Kittredge, “The
A

most amusing, and proved
Eittredge’s coarse in elocution
bail made her an easy, graceful and realistic reader A second recital, “The Horse
***

that Mis*

^

The Ellis house

the

was

of

a

pretty wedding on the morning of De5, the contracting parties being
Miss Flora Boynton
Ellis, youngest
daughter of J. Meredith Ellis, and Amos
Sidney Scott, of Deer Isle. The ceremony
was performed at 10 o’clock
by Rev.
Minot S. Hart well and was witnessed by
the family and a few friends.
The ring

Sunday here with bis parents.
Hoyt McCauley and Millard
teturned to
Dec 9

Charleston Saturday.

Haley
W.

!

SllJtirrtisrmfnts.

has

for S. S.

in

s crew

Scatnmon.

of
for

Waltbam men
Hastings Bros.

S. S. Scammon has rented

the

daisies

gathered

was

from

Dec.

Macom-

February.

Boers last
moted.

frozen in at Taunton wharf.

The steam gear for Sherman Scammon’*
arrived and will be set up at
once.
The milt is to be run by steam this
winter, sawing long lumber and staves.
Dec. 8.
Ch’e’er.
mill has

lie

He has

been

:

Boston with

form of
His recovery is donbtful. Mr.
Perkin* was formerly a resident of this
in

|

pro-

Tbe magazines for tbe library are all
for. With those subscribed
for and contributed, tbe library has ail
tbe best magaziues. The new books to be

town.

Dec

Sub a

9.
ttrunkavtlt*.

Herbeit We*cott left Friday to join his
steamer at New Haven, Ct.

mmT

H. Jones will

Miss Laura

morning. C. C. Baker teaches the
Miss Lucy Bunker, of South
Gouldaboro, tbe primary grade.

soon

leave for

C.

Dec. 9.

of

me anu

H. Mayo is in Portland.
A. G. Blake, of Orland, is visiting his i
During church service yesterday mornson, A. E. Blake.
ing some one entered the house and reCapt. J. M. Tibbetts ha* gooe to Wal- ported Mrs. Lottie Wilson’s dwelling
hout<6 to be on fire. All the men and boys
I tham, Mass., to visit his daughter,
! Miss Jennie Cole, who has been visiting i pre ent quietly left the church. Boarding
hitched near, they
friends at South Deer Isle, returned Thurs- the teams that stood
drove in hot haste to the Wilson place,
A.

j

day.

j
;

A

^

born to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
of W'est Brooklin, Thursday,

son was

Bridges,

5.
| Dec.
Mrs. Charles West,

the guest of her

is

Roxbury, Mass.,
mother, Mrs. J. B.
of

Newell Powers went to Beverly last
Monday to spend the winter with his

daughter.
J
High school began Monday, Doc. 2,
taught by Erastus Walls, a student of
The prir lary school is
Bates college.
taught by Miss Agnes McFarland, and
precinct 7 by Miss Idella Hill. The other
town schools, with the exception of the
Haven school, begin Monday, Dec 9, with
the following teachers: Naskeag, Mies
Nelson; Cole precinct, Miss Jennie Cole;
Bay precinct, Zenie Hartshorn; North
Brooklin, Miss Emma Hamilton; West
Brooklin. Miss Musa Dollard.
Cne Femme.
Dec. 9.
Sum.

Ivory

Anderson and

have each killed
There will be
the

a

a

Maynard Plaisdeil

deer.

anion Christmas tree at

Methodist church Christmas

eve.

F. H. Clark slipped and fell a week
Pbe has
ago severely injuring her back.
been unable to sit up since tbe accident.
The first smelts of the season were
caught last Monday. There were several
fishermen on tbe ice all U.3t week, but
small catches are reported.
Mrs.

J. D. McGraw and Charles Beede
Happytown Tuesday for a two
days' deer bunt but seeing the storm
approaching, hastened home.
Rev.

went to

or

Barton,

lettnr

Capt. Harry W’ood,
fined

one

ha f

mile

distant.

Arriving there,

they found the house intact, the fire proving to have been nothing more than a

turning chimney.
Tomson.

Dec. 9
Wmi Tr«*mwnt.

Babsou.

''all

T. Jones during the holidays.
Cspt. Brooks Grindie has gone to Providence, R. 1, to take commaud of Capt. Ira
Varnum’s barge. Cspt Varnum will reinaiu ou shore the balance of the wipter.
Carl

Brookliik.

to

after

being

con-

his bed for four weeks with

Mrs Anna Lunt has moved to

Northeast

Harbor for the winter.
for F. W. Lunt,
government work.
Frank Eaton has gone to Rockland to
buy stock to build a new boat. He was
W. A. Clark is

having

working

finished his

accompanied by Ashbury Lopaus.
Capt. Charles P. Lunt and crew have
arrived home from Boston, where he has
hau'ed his vessel up for the

winter.

^

left here this week
for New York to join the schooner “Mon*
began”, Capt. George W. Murphy. He
will go as steward.
Wilder B. Robbins

Work has been suspended on the new
Methodist church. The pastor, Rev. A. P.
Thompson, has gone to attend the Bucksport seminary for the winter.
Dec. 9.
Thelma.
Mount

Ferry.
Mrs. Effie Gray and Miss
De*ert

have gone to

SfcUfrtisnntnts.

a severe

y:

Phebe Kief

Bar Harbor for the wilater.

Mrs. Eugene and family have gone to
tomesville. Mass., to visit her mother,
Mrs. Abbie Webster.
{

HICK A DOG
a

and he bites you.

dog

He bites you and you kick him.
The more you kick the more I
ii

iikz unis auu

the

<

uic

more

you
makes the other
A

thin

blood.

inure lie

Dues

kick.

Each

worse.

body makes thin
blood makes

Thin

a

Melvin and Homer Wilbur are attendthe high school at Lamoloe.

ing

Each makes the

body.

other

worse.

to be a

If there is

change

the

help

going
must

blood.

That
strengthens the body and it
begins to grow new flesh.
A strong body makes rich
blood and rich blood makes a
strong body. Each makes the
other better. This is the way
Scott’s Emulsion puts the thin
body on its feet Now it can
get along by itself. No need
of medicine.

Florence Colby is at home for a
vacation of two weeks from the Maine
general hospital, where she is employed
is nurse.

Send for free

Dec. 7.

Yankapoo.

Terrible plague, those itching, pestering disuses ot tbe skin. Pul an end to misery. Doan’s
Dintment cures. At any drug ttora.—ddvt.

sampleBOWNE,

SCOTT &

409 Pearl St„

New York.

50c. and $i. all

druggists.

Grover.

George Jelileou baa had hie hip operupon at the hospital In Portland.
There is a possibility that be may get

ated

again, but he will always be

around

Dec.».

a

An*.

Wulllasn

Ed sard Bruitb, a graduate of the Unlof Maine, will teach the winter
school In Birch Harbor.

veraliy

L*

will occupy it.
a necktie hall in tbe

1

of Ibis

F. M. Trundy was in Friendship last
week, inspecting a boat which be is baring built for bim.

Simpson

place

took

giving, at the borne of
They left on tbe noon

tbe

Eunice Treworgy is at work at the Morrison farm.

Henry Frost

bride’s father.

boat

to work for

Caatine,

for

they will reside.
J. T. R. Freeman was in town laat week
settling up bia business here. It is
be has

under tbe Arcadian

goods from tbe

the

rented

tbe

Into it.

have been

spending

the

week

with

rela-

tive* here.
let M*h«

store

House, and wilt move
store be now occupies

has gone into the wood*
Frank Froat at Hocky Pond,

Bessie and Ermer Jordan, of Waltham,

where

rumored that

H.

Warts* ills.

Thanks

on

town.

Due 3

The marriage of John Hooper and Miss
Edith

Frost. little daughter of Mr,
George Front, has bvrn ill the
grip.

and Mrs

|

week with

pas>

At the S.s'e d*l»y c«M.f*»e»ic*» In Bsngor
| last week, Mrs. H. L Brimmer received
( first premium on fancy butter display.
Dec. 7
A.
vacation

Dec. 2.

EVQSXS.

l.antoto*.

King is home for a
Hebron academy.
Capt. Charles Hodgkins returned Tu«aday from a business trip to Boston.
Clarence

from

>*•»«!I,

|>nui*«mi.

Deorge

5

1 Wrwcott, and Miw Annift Nic*
kenon, of Waterville, sj^ nt last week

Mrs. J. 8. Blair and aon are visiting ! here with re'stives.
Mrs. Blair’s parents in Haverhill, Maas.
Frank Grs> and family spent isst TbursProf. Louis Morse, of Kent’s Hill, and ! day with Mrs. Gray** parent*, Mr. and
Miss Gertrude Brsgdon, of this town, t Mrs. W. M. Tbotnp* on.
11 c 3Cum ax.
gave a very pleatsing musical in Grange !
hail, Friday evening, for the benefit of tbe
flWjrrttunmts.
parish expense*. Prof. Monte is qne of
tbe musical instructor* In Kent’s IIill
seminary, and an artist of exceptional
ability. Mias Brsgdon, as elocutionist,
always delights a home audience, and on
this occasion ber readings and piano
accompaniments were received with great
favor. Tbe entertainment
wan
much

BEST FOR THE
BOWELS

appreciated by tbe parish as a freewill
offering, and was enjoyed by the audience
as

mu steal

rare

a

treat.

entertainment,

weie

At the clou* of

cake

and

If jnh* haven't a regular. Hoailbr mo««a>sat of (M
twwrla avery day. you'ra lit or will b®. ICoep ycMir
bowel* open. and bo wall. K« rr* t«» th* shape of VU>
l*i*t pbywo or pill poiaoft. »* danscrou*. Th# amootb*»t. <ul«4l, mo»t perfect way of kecplnf vha bo wait*
clear and dean to to ui«

ice*cream

CANDY

served.

OATHARTIC

DeC. 9

*

_

||

K»»| Crlnnii

Harry White has gone to liar Harbor to
Ur. Ueoige Hagari by.
W. U. Fulsome, ol Wett Newton, Maw.,

work lor

i. tbe

gutat 11 W, L Went worth.
John Churchill, wbo haa been at

««t7srsl

infill

ha

ure<i'U.4

l__

U> _ 1

lor

aea

Tti« Bohemian club la nhearsing the
Old Meida’Convention to be given
eoon.
Miss Maud Churchill visited her
grandparents at West Penobscot several days
the prtbt week.
Kose

Leach died

Buoday

sous, the youngest aix years of age.
Dec. 2.

m.

laaiffiMi k.

pathyof ell in the death of their daughter
Hattie, who has been suffering for montbe
with consumption. Her twin
sister. Mettle, died less than a year ago with the
same disease.
B.

_

Center.

Mrs. H. L. Bobbins, of
Boston, has been
her sister, Mrs. Belle
Uodgdou.
Friends of Postmaster W. W.

visiting

ere

congratulating him

Hodg-

on

his

re-

appointment.
Miaa

Annie May

Harper, both

Butler

and

Ansel

of thia

place, were married
at Southwest Harbor laat
Saturday afternoon by
George B. Fuller, esq. The
young couple have begun housekeeping
*
Dec. 9.

Plaaaaat. Palataht*. Potent. Taut* Good. Ik, Good.
Sicken.
or Grip®*. *». Sfl. and M roata
ooi.
writ* for Irw aawplr. »ml booklet on
Alta. Add re**
«*%
vtkkum asHfrDY roar**?. r«K*«o •» inr you.
Haver

Cr

KEEP YOUR BLOOD GLEAN

night,

Nov. 30, after a loog Illness of con*
sumption. She leaves a husband and five

don

EAT ’EM LIKE CANDY

.a_

short

This picture represents
the Trade Mark of Scott's
Emulsion and is on the
wrapper of every bottle.

Miss

A

time with his parents
First it sets the spendings
here, end enjoying the bunting.
right. Then it en- Chelsea Piper end wife have the aym-

the

llragdon, of Boston, spent last
bia mother,
Mrs.
Warren

Percy

week with

r
A

from outside.

stomach

ia
visiting bis mother, Mrs. Abble Bowden.

1

combination.
riches

Eben Kingman ia III at the home

daughter, Mra. 8. H. Kemick.
Alonso Bowden,
of
Portsmouth,

cripple.

Fred Butler, of North Sullivan, Is visitIng friends here.
Mrs. Luclndy
Scott’s Emulsion is the right
Hammoud, of South
OuUldaboro, is visiting relatives here.
help. It breaks up such a George M. Crimmln, of Frenkport, is

come

Mrs.
of her

j

Mrs.

thin

#

Y.
_____

recently purchased another
.....

sons recently born to
George Higglue, died Fri-

The village Improvement society hat,
through It* executive committee, parchased an Iver* Jk Pond piano of John N.
opera bouse on Thanksgiving night.
of Suilivan, and placed it in Temper*
Thomas Williams and Edith Bobbin* ! Hill,
met bell.
were married on Thanksgiving Day. Rev. j
The ship wrecked mariners of the
II. W. Cooley officiated.
sebuooner “Lucy Bell” were very kindly
Fred Samson Is putting hot water beat
entertained by Joehua Wilkinson and
'.a tbe dwelling of Dr. B. L. Noyes, and
wife, of iiockport. Mass., former residents
also in tbe Ocean View House.
(

the

Kick

twin

C. W. Ruas held

is in good health.

Hugh

hospital
smallpox.
a

grammar.

Thousands of Women Cured
of Sick Headache by
Dr. Greene's Nervura.

ol

Nov. 14.

k..

visiting friend*

te

Hervey Saliabury U«a moved bla family
El swortb.

East

W .(la

Ollpatrlck

Miaa Vlra Austin, who has been teaching at Silver i/tke, N. H., returned h cue
Friday. She begins the winter term at
East l.smoine this morning.

Flossie

residence, and

subscribed
w

this

THROBBING

to

plenty ol

5,

T

deer

Twin sous were boru to Mr. and Mrs.
George Higgins, Dec. 3
Misses Maud and luei Hageu have gone
to Bangor busiueaa college.
Maynard Young attended tbe dairy
convention at Bangor tbia week.
Y. J
Dec. 8

drifts

snow

been

first

Ella worth.

One of tbe

three-masted schooner.

of tbe

one

gardens iu this vicinity recently.
William Donoldson, of this town, recently received a letter from bis non,
William Ernest Donolds ju, written from
North Africa. Young Donoldson enlisted in Canada and went out to fight tbe

lot cutting pulp wood
that
will
be
shipped from East brook siding.
v
Capt. Ed Dyer’s vessel was loaded with
staves and beading for S. 8. Scammon
and is

here since

Stonington.
8. W. Goss

is

Just before tbe blizzard of last week,
Bernice Dix, a little girl of aix, brought in
from tbe fields a full-blur n buttercup. A
bouquet of fiue pansies and English

arc

put in a stock of goods.
George S. Hardison has a crew on bis

Joy

iir<hiw>l

Mrs. I.ole
In

Mr. and Mra.

were

yoga*

.aa^a-a

Eugene Hodgkin* shot hie

Hoffman, of Boston,

There has

©#A#r

recently.

W (tritium.

V'

ber store and will

visiting at Mrs. Morse’s
parents, J. W. Cole and wife.
t\i

crew

»«

.t.

~

I.MHiulNM.

Rowe and daoghter, Arabella, of Aurora, are spending the winter
with her mother, Mrs John Ltughlin.

•now

Lacy Benson, cf Southwest Harvisiting Mrs. Daniel Benson.
Helen Jackson has been obliged to

bor,

in the lumber

stood, with the inten-

term.

Worth

day.
Dec. 9

Mrs.

the woods

Lewis Shuman, of Great Pond, will cook
camp of 9. 8. Scammon.

the

have been

TKo winter

a

<r .a=a=-TOii>....

got three nice deer In tbta vicinity last
week. Howard Lord was guide.

to encounter.

ill.

E. G. Barn bam ia erecting a derrick at
Franklin Road to load logs on cars.

Nelson Morse, of Mooses bee light, Jonesport, was in town this week. His wife
and daughter accompanied him home,

i They

..

lake.

Eagle

end of tbe route there

Harriet Beuson is again critically

Mrs.

Qaite a number
putting in lumber

tion of going into the coal and lumber
business in tbe spring.

j

Ommtt .V-u*

ser-

Mrs. Ernest

h,

bought

has moved

Meters. Blair and

—

store

good

the bark road.

on

Into the woods at

men

Trenton i.

Clark la cooking at the camp of
E. G. Burnham at Hancock.

_

lot where his

did

and

on

Mitchell

Bewail

sent from Philadelphia have not yet
Race”, v,as given with dramatic force,
arrived. They are anxiously looked for
generous applause testifying the appre- Prospect Harbor.
by tbe patrons of tbe reading room. It is
ciation of toe audience. A solo by Fred
George W. Colwell has moved his family
promised that an entertainment will be
Higgles,.... excellent baritone, was loudly into his new house.
Penobucnt.
given soon, tbe object being to furnish
encored, and he responded with a repetiLeonard Ray has put in a small line of
Owing to the severe storm Wednesday, additional popu'ar new books.
tion of ‘Tm* Deep Sea”. Asolo by Miss
his
home
for
the
winter.
at
no
mail
reached
here.
dry goods
Dec 9.
X.
Margueri e Richardson, with her cousin
|
ST. H. Cole has returned home from
Edward Heath, of West Penobscot, lost
Lulu as accompanist, delighted the aulala.
dience. Ah an encore she gave auotber Grand Menan where he has been all the a valuable mare Thursday. In some way ! a-Mitli
the animal broke her leg in her stall, and
George Bobbins arrived home tbia weak
✓
A Scotch reading, “The fall.
pretty song.
for a short stay.
Foxes Tai
Ralph Moore and the Misses Over have had to be killed.
by Esther Dixon, was given
Dr. Arthur Sprague, wife
in broad diaeet, and “Sandy’s Whistle” gone to Portland to attend Gray’s business !
and son
Capt. A. G Sawyer was quite 111 this
t Donald, of Booth bay Harbor, who have
A piano solo by
Was fine... illustrated.
college.
week, but is improving.
Gladys Mayo and a piano duet by the
School commenced Monday. Mias MilMaster Kenneth Hamilton, of South been visiting friends and relatives here,
Misses R churdson were most enjoyable. Gouldsboro, has been visiting his grand- have returned home.
dred Know I ton is tbe teacher.
j
Refreshments were served. The sum of mother, Mrs. Lizzie Hamilton.
There is a great deal of illness in the
Wednesday morning fire caught in
*65, including a cheek for f5 from Mrs.
F. C. Bickford has moved his family form of severe colds. Some of the school* Mrs. B 8. Warren's chimney, and before
of
was
Nt*v
Cochrane,
added to the
York,
home for the winter. They have been have been broken up on this account dur- it was discovered the whole inside of the
h
treasury
good reward for tamest
living in apartments at his store all sum- ing the last two weeks.
chimney was ablsze. The bested bricks
Work.
mer.
Percival Wardwell, of this place, and charred the wood of tbe roof, and the fire
j
Dec. 9
Spray.
Edward Smith, of Ashville, is stopping Miss Sadie Bowden, of North Biuehill, was ready to break through. After much
South H uirot
with his aunt. Mrs. Charles lilance. He is were married at North Penobscot Friday exertion the roof was reached and a hole
0. B. Fetiingill, is iu poor health.
cut through to pour water on tbe fire.
teaching tbe winter term of school at evening, Dec. 6, by Rev. C. Garland.
Robert Haley ’eft last Monday for Sau- Birch Harbor
News was received this week of the There was a bowling gale of wind, and if}
j
gerties, N Y.
serious illness of
Perkins who is In
Nelson Morse has
the A. R.

H. A. Walker and family, of EUswortb,
spent Sunday at J. P. Walker’s.
1. H. Coggins, of Malden, Mass., spent

at work

crew

scene

cember

Claud

conflict.

and

march

in-law.

H.

lumbering

The evening
closed with tbe singing of “Just before
the Battle, Mother”, remarks by Revs. E.
Bean and K. L. Olds, and singing “America”. Such public meetings cannot fail to
impress upon the minds of younger people what the struggle for tbe preservation
of the Union cost, and that honor and
gratitude are due the noble Q. A. R.
M.
Dec. 9
the

called

was

day night, and but tittle was on the Wednesday night mall which did not get
borne on
!
till Thursday morning, as lb«
erations were present.
The company through
roads were badly blocked.
consisted of seven persons, and the folBOO.
Dec. 3.
lowing relationship has been figured out:
I’onu.
One greet grandfather, one great grandMrs. Ezra Williams la visiting friend*
mother, two grandfathers, two grandmothers, three fathers and three moth- in East Eddington.
ers, two grandsons, one great grandHenry Williams left for his home in
son, three husbands, two wives, one Fairfield Center Monday.
gianddAughter-in-law and one daughterEl ward lilies, of Amherst, has a small

n.

West Coombs

depart-

how

Kacfcltff

IOUNTY NEWS.

birthday.

The bay is frozen.

commander, who entertained tbe

ment

audience with

have

Small gave a dinner at his
December 1, at which four gen-

MEASURING PARTY.

West Frankll

Crockett, campaigns were conducted, of foraging,
of attacking and of the successful issue of

warm

Ella

brief

same division, Major Clayton being in tbe 1st Minnesota battery of artillery, and Mr. Billings in tbe 4th Minnesota infantry. Mr. Billings, in a very ap-

talent, and must
have felt gratified at the hearty encore*
each nun.er received. An opening duet
by Grace and Hetty Lawton, spirited
and

a

in tbe

Tre5,

Dec.

needleGood wea«
work, liberti patronage, and a fine programme, combined to make the event a
decided success. The entertainment committee, co .* stirg of Mrs. Ida Clark, Mrs.

Mary

read

man

could

broken through, nothing
Fred
saved tbs buildings.

had

the blaze

png+m.

following programme was carried
ont: Singing; tableau, “The Wedding;” service was used.
Mrs.
Wallace Scott
Rodney Chick, of Amherst, was in town
reading, Cynthia Richardson; slngiug; presided at the piano. The bride was Sunday.
His little
Merle,
grandson,
tableau, “Mother of Six;” recitation. attired in a costume of pearl gray granite
accompanied him on bis return home.
Roger Allen; tableau, “Do you like Trim- cloth, trimmed with white satin and
Richmond Moore and Emery Frazier,
mings?” singing; doll drill; recitation, passementerie.
The couple was unatwho have been at Alligator lake during
Georgia Somes; tableau, “Going to see tended. After the ceremony refreshments the
autumn, returned to Ellawortb last
Grandma;” recitation, Miss Norton; duet, were served. Mr. and Mrs. Scott left at
week.
“Away We Go;” recitation, Julia Ken- noon for Deer Isle, where they will reside.
Before tbe last storm, the stage went
iston; solo, “Our Dearest Friend.” At the
Dec. 9.
E.
into Ellawortb on wheels, while at this
close, refreshments were served.

dining
meetings. In the evening there was
the chapel.
an interesting meeting lu
Commander Rowe presided in a genial

on

offcer

George W.

measure.

its

number

a

the sick list.

The

R. C. holds

of our young ‘people
Fred
Saturday for school.
Biggins returned to Pittsfield academy,
Lizzie
where be has studied two years.
Gott and her brother Clarence also went

Quite

left here

are on

measuring party

in

served at 6 o'clook

hall where the W.

the

number

»•*?

saving tbe buildings.
North Drer hlf.
^
Miss Jennie Col# left for (Bonington
Capt. Frank Haskell arrived borne Friday.
Tuesday, intending to take tbe boat foi
Mrs. Charles Gray give a surprise party home Wednesday, but was detained bj
I
thell
at her home last Wednesday evening, in the storm, none of the boats making
trips that dsy. No mail csme here Tueshonor of her husband’s

A measuring party it given to you,
Tls something novel as well as new.
We send to you this little sack
For use in bringing or sending back
Two cents for every foot you’re tall.
Measure yourself on door or wall.
An extra cent for each Inch you giro
And thereby show bow high you live.
With music, song, recitation and pleasure.
We will meet one and all at ’be party of

The twentieth anniversary of the organJames A. Garfield post was celeThere was a
brated Saturday, Nov. 23.
“smoke talk” in G. A. R. ball in the after-

Capt.
Capt. Lunt,

Lunt, Dec. 3.
weeks ago took
t he “Pocbasset”,

few

a

time at

ization of

charge
turning the
large vess. J,
Cone” over to hiB brother
“Jonatha
Everett, -.mved safely at New York on
his first trrp with the new craft.
who

a

Ctmntjf /Tim

vice In

was given in Masonic
hall, Dec. 5, in the evening, under the
auspices of the church aid society. Each
one received a card with a pretty silk bag
attached to put the money in.
On the
card were the following lines:

_

and

boru to

en-

A

Harvey Curtis, who has been working
for F. A. Rowe, and Wallace Hinckley,
who has been working for E. Mayo, will
attend school this term.
B*CZ.
Dec. 9.

Bar Harbor.

t«»

scholars

new

Minnie Chase, who has been for
the hospital in Portland,
arrived home Saturday evening.
^

oe

hr mddMonal

Winter has set in in earnest. The vessels
are in their winter quarters.
The “Kate
l„ Pray” arrived here Tharsday from
Portland with freight.
A

Miss

some

Jones Tr-« v, who has had charge of the
Female) farm for several years, has now
moved back

Quite

from

returned

tered.

pages

MltrltUT.

went

A few

teachers.

same

able to

G.

Sunday.

The academy opened to-day with the

CO

Hi*

9oniMvm«.

(ever.

a

day.
E. E. Fullerton and wife returned from
Boston Sunday.

ounty.

now

Dec. 9.

Morse is 111 with

Miss
H.

Is

pert of the time.

Qreenleef Sinclair.

E. Bran is very ill.

Mrs.

papers printe* ;

M the other

Count*
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Blu«klil.

only paper printed ii
ity. and has never claimed ti *
he only paper that can prop
a OocifTY paper; all th> ,
The cireula
u local papers.
\ mkrican, barring the Ba
rdfs summer list. is large
the
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sit op •
vessel, the “Lin*
coin”, la sway in charge of his mate,

typhoid fever.
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Dr. Emmons’

Monthly Regulator, has brought happiness to
hundred* or anxious woman. There is positively no other remedy known to medical artence that will so
quickly and Mfely do the
work. Longest and nm»t obstinate Irregular
uies from any cause relieved at once. Suocasn
guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,
or Interference with work.
Have relieved
hundreds of cases where others have failed.
The most difficult ea-es
successfully treated
i>y mall, and beneficial results guaranteed in
every instance. NorUk whatsoever. We treat
hundred* of ladies whom wo never see. YVrita
for valuable particular* and free confidential
advice. AlUeUersttuUifuliv at><«er«d. Remember, this remedy Is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively
leaves no after ill effect upon the health.
By mall, securely sealed,
All money
letter» should be.*regi*r.ered.
KiMit*-* |*ii_
J. W. EMMOS8 CO., 170Tretnotit >t Boston.

Druggist

CATARRH

10 CENT
trial size.

ELI'S

BALK

blvn Relief ei •«*
It < Ir.ntM-., —< i, lti,-.
.1.1 l,e*l« the,lec,|
"■< nihrmne.
It run.
ctarrh
enu
ilrlee.
»“»} cold In tt„- he.,1
quickie. it i, >b.
-orlxM.
II,a.i,
ai„j
proltce.
the
Mem-

am.

. hlbll

K™"tlaeKv1J0rTim 2fn*,‘ T»*“’ fcm"
by m.II. fc I. y it lit>TH hItS.°W \V*r'reu'fit'* K. T.

Mra. Clarence Martin, of
Hancock, <a
visiting her slsler, Mrs. Marla Aab.
Miss May Patten, of Sullivan
Center, i,
stopping a while with Mrs. A. B. Tracy,
Mr. and Mra. John H.
Tracy, 2d, bad a
little baby boy come to make his
borne
with them Nov. 22.
Dec. 2,
g

■*

Cwmtee eUmped C.C. C. Never .old In
bulk.
Beware of (he dealer who tries to sell

•'eomethinj |ust u good.”

36brrtiacmmt*.

The Programme for 1902.
definite prognmme for the weekly Issues of The Youth'* Companion for 190!

THK LIFE SAVERS.

COUNTY NEWS.

A

lies

Scarf,
Delivered FREE within 200 Milce el Boatcn,

PAYMENTS

$15 down and to a month until paid
for. We believe it is the best piano
ever sold for $225, and we warrant it
fully, but, of course, it is not an Ivers
& Pond, It would be cheap at >275, and
mnch inferior instruments are
frequently
sold at from $330 to 4400. Cash buying
In carload lots and a narrow seliingmargin make our price possible. We purpose making our warerooms the na'ural
market for pianos at all prices, as they
have always been for highest grade
pianos. Our list of piano bargains mailed

and

women

in the

will possess real Interest
ber of the family.

Write to-day.

Those

Ivers & Pondpcono

for every

subscribers who send

new

subscriptions

2,848

The estimated value of the vessels Involved in disaster was |5,263,420, and of
their cargoes |2 090,580 Of this amount
16,406,036 was saved and |948 965 lost. The
number of vessels totally lost was fortythree.

In addition to the foregoing there were
during the year 393 casualties to small
craft (undocumented), on board of which
were 927 persons, of whom ten were lo*t

mem-

their

for Thjc Amkkioan

For additional

The

crews

saved

assisted to

or

save

422

to the

we

to

to

the

full

are

ception

for One Year

.

either
8"' s

The

and
UiriS)

Dec. 2.
from

vicinity.
Capt. Fred Seavey and Mrs. Katie Fernald were married Sunday, Dec. 8, at the
home of Mrs. Seavey’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jacob Young.

1

Dec. 9.

valuable horse last week.

a

**

The community

i

:

SUCCESS, and any one of the dollar magazines described.
SUCCESS, and any two of the dollar magazines described.
SUCCESS. Review of Reviews (new) and any one of the dollar
magazines described.
_
SUCCESS and Leslie’s Weekly,.
of Reviews (new), ) and any two of the dotc,.rrrcS i Review
a111-*-153’) or Current Literature (new),) lar magazines described,
SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new) and Current literature (new),
SUCCESS. Current Literature new) and New England Magazine,
SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new) and Leslie’s
Weekly.
SUCCESS. Revi w cf Reviews (new). Current Literature (new)
.....
and hew England Magazine,

and lov**d by more than a
THE HOUAENOLD ha* been known
-*
American women, and Ls t*.*-«»y at the height of its power
■mrntirn
a»>lv edited departments cover
f*nr***!** Its finely illustrated, andhousehold
linen and table-equiprmbroid* rv ctochetmg and knitting,
M n/Afy, $r.ooJ>er
and etiquette.
inent hon«r-decoration, nuiscry-tore,

$.>.00

S1.SO

3.00

2.00

4.50

2.50

5.00

2.75

pi-r jenr

a.UO

6.50

3MO

7.00

3.00

7.50

3.75

9.50

4.00

I

with loving touch
NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE paints
and tralandmark* of New England recalls her customs
in all parts
New
of
Englanders
achievement*
the
of
tells
It form* a monthly “old home week for every New
world
annum.
no matter how far away. Monthly, fj.oo/cr

€1.00
I 2.50
1 3.00
3.00

....

j

The New

(new)

England Magazine may be substituted.

(II
W

Weekly

r*

•

>

Ihi..u'nthb, ts-oo far

Regular Price

• 1.00

per year

LESLIE'S WEEKLY is the leading illustrated paper of America.
It brings into the home circle each week, photographic reproductions of
the stirring, history-making events all over the world, often secured at
enormous cost, by special traveling artists.
Those who have hitherto
denied themselves the pleasure of a subscription to this great illustrated
weekly, because of its high price, will find our offers, including Leslie’s
WEEKLY, “genuine bonanzas.” Weakly, U-oo far annum.

I

copies,

a

subscription to

one or more

described above*

AMERICAN, Ellsworth, Maine.

of the

People.

If you will but listen to your friend*

neighbors, they will tell

and

pains
ance

and

and aches of

a

how tha

you

bad back, ihe annoy-

of urinary troubles, the n rvousng6%
restlessness that come from kidney

This induced

me

to give them

1 ho

hoartfolt

stomach trouble.

and
vere

attacks of

month,
for

a

and

it

was

on an

nno

Hnr

T

very

average of

confined to her

number of days.

!•'11 e lr nr li

She had

bed often

When 1
trnnt

se-

once a

was

in

Wimrln’a

tn

a
crew
of men,
Yinalbaven last week to take
down a large house there, which he will
remove to this place and erect.
It will be
used as a boarding house by the Maine
Lake ice company. The ice company
bought all the stock in trade there of a

Dec. 9.

C.

Mrs. Charles
a

Joyce,

who has been

no

Bunker

has

very unusual.

The Rose hill cemetery association met
at the

postoffice Tuesday night

officers for the coming year.
to raise

repair

funds to

and

and elected

It

was

voted

paint
improve

and

to

the
the

grounds.

S.

NanMt.

Henry

school,

Smith

is

a

Boston,

from

back

short

stay.

has returned

from

Monday, taught

home last week.

came

a remarkable boy organist
Franklin Smith, aged twelve

Manset has
in

work.

Master

years. He plays for all the church
vices in a most acceptable manner.

ser-

_

the

Dudley
is busily engaged
proud parents of a boy.
shipping herring.
Miss Sadie Billings came home Friday
uavm sargeni is naving improvements
from Bucksport and vicinity, where she
made on the interior of his house.
Henry
freezing

Mr. and

Hammond

Dolliver

Mrs.

are

and

hna heen visirinir

Mrs.S Lucinda iHammond and Fred
Butler visited relatives in East brook last
week.

McGregor,

of

Eastport,

is

Johnson

has

returned

from

S. M.S.

friendM.

James Bennett, of Rhode Island,
here by the illness of her
was called
mother, Mrs. Mercy Dolliver.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Newman returned
home Friday from Bangor and vicinity,
where they have been for the past week
visiting relatives aud friends.
Mrs.

Dolly.

Dec. 2.
Wont Goul<l*t»oro.

Simpson Sargent,
at

who has been at work

Prospect Harbor, has returned home.

Lovejoy

Mr. and Mrs. E. E.

to Massachusetts to visit

Mrs.

have gone

Love4oy’i

parents.
Franklin.

Bragdon, of East Sul iin town Sunday, calliug oo

Mr. and Mrs. E.

Rev. Mr. Carter, of Harrington, exchanged pulpits with Rev. W. H. Powlesland, of this place, Sunday.
Cape. Ed. Dyer’s vessel, loading at
Coombs wharf, was canght by the cole
snap, it is hoped she will get away, for il
is a bad place to pass the winter.
Qaite a number of teams have passer
through this place the past week, souit
going west to Union river waters tc
work in the woods, others going east t<
work putting in stave wood for Mr. Hastings, of this place.*

van, were
friends.

Mrs. Horace

Leighton, of Cherry field
Wood’s for the past

who has been at S. G.

months, has returned home.
Dec. 9.

three

L.

Charles Scott arrived home

Thursday.

Mrs. Sarah Williamson

employed

the Pleasant

was

is

a

View hotel.

Winslow

Capt.
“Gem”,

Gray,

of

schoouei

at home last week.

Miss Cushman

left

Sunday

land, called home by the

for Rock

death of be

brother.

they will make an indefinite tarrj
in consequence of learning that smull-poi
was very
prevalent in the vicinity o(
Rock Hill, S. C., whither they were trav-

Henry Staples, who has been visiting
sister, Mrs. J. E. Saunders, for a fev
days, returned home Monday.

elling.

North Sedgwick.

Octa

is very ill with

fever

Dec. 9.

Miss

8.

Mercy Torrey

has gone to

Port lam

winter.

Miss Mabel Hunt leaves to-day for hei
Charleston.

anc

house in

C. Hamor is visiting her grandAugustus Hamor, in Ells-

mother. Mrs.

worth.
Mildred E. Emery, of Salisbury Cove
spending school vacation with hei
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs N. W. Hig
is

gins.
Dec. 5.

his

for the

Malcolm Allen returned Monday to thi
seminary at Charleston.
Mrs. William Closson left Monday fo
Rockland for a few weeks.
Rae.
Dec. 9.
_

The merchant who does not advertise ii 1
dull season makes it more profitable fo
those who do advertise.
a

M.

—

November

Ibis 25th day of November, a. d.
1901, on execution dated Oct. 26, a. d.
1901, issued on a judgment rendered by
the supreme judicial court for the couDty of
Hancock, at the term thereof begun and held
ou the second Tuesday of October, a. d. 1901,
to wit: on the 24th day of October, a. d. 1901,
in favor of Adelbert F. Dow, of Hancock,
Hancock county, Maine, for the benefit of
Fred L. Mason, against H. L. Dow, of said
Hancock, for one hundred
sixty three
dollars and twelve cents debt or damaged
and ten dollars and forty-nine ceats costa
of suit and will be sold at put'I.
at
the office of Fred L. Mason, in Ellsworth, in
said county of Hancock, to the highest Wdder, on the 31st day of December, a. d 1901, at
10 o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title and
interest which the said debtor has in and to
the same, and had in and to the same on the
2tst day of September, a. d. 1901, at 7 o’clock
and 15 minutes in the afternoon, the time
when the same was attached on the writ in
the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of lan
1 in
said Hancock, bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning on the south side of
the county road at the northeast, corner of a
25-acre lot bargained to Mark Linsctt ; thence
south 1° west one hundred and twenty rods to
lot No. 9 conveyed by the proprietors to B. &
S. Joy; thence by said Joy's lot south 89* east
to the east line of the gore lot so called at a
stake and stones; thence by said line nortli
19V east t nineteen and one half degrees)one hundred and twenty-four rods to saw*
county road; thence by said county roadl
north 89° west to the first-mentioned bounds
containing 75 acres more or less, and being
the same premises described in deed from
Thomas and Nathaniel McFarland to Samuel
T. Dow. dated Feby. 11, a. d. 1839. and recorded
in vol. 67, page 350, of Hancock county regisH. F. Whitcomb,
try of deeds.
Sheriff.

TAKEN

SHERIFF’S SALK.
State op Maine, Hancock ss.—November 23,
a. d. 1901.
on execution wherein the inhabitants of the town of Bucksport, an intown in said county ami Slate, are
corporated and
Edward S. Atwood, of said
plaintiffs,

TAKEN

auction on Saturday, the 28th day -of
a. d. 1901, at 10 o’clock in
the foreoffice of O. P. Cunningham, im
said Bucksport, all the right, title and interest which the said Edward S. Atwood has, and
all the right, title and interest which the said
Edward b. Atwood had on the 23d day of September, 1901, at 9 o’clock a. m., being the time
when the same was attached on the original
writ, in and two the following described rejil
estate, situate in said Bucksport,and bounded
and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at southwesterly corner of lat^d
formerly of Jane Gross on northerly side ol
Pond street; thence westerly bv said Pond
street seven rods; thence northerly parallel
with westerly line of said Gross laud six rods;
thence easterly parallel with said Popd
street seven rods; thence southerly by said
Gross laud six rods to place of beginning,
with the buildings thereon.
Being same
conveyed to said Edward ft. Atwopd
y Fannie T. Atwood, Dec. 30, a. d. 1881, ape!
recorded in registry of deeds for said Hancock county, vol. 182, page 4.
Walter Snowman,
Deputy Sheriff.
Bucksport, Nov. 26,1901.

ecember.
£ublic
the
noon, at

gremises

SHERIFF’S SALE.
November
State of Maine, Hancock ss.
23, 1901.
ri^AKEN on execution issued on a judgment
JL recorded at the October term of fbe surente judicial court for Hancock county,
laine, 1901, to wit: on the 24th day of said
October, in favor of Geo. M. Warren, of Caatine, and against Marshall S, Hinckley, formerly of Bluehill, for the sum of one hundred'*
dollars debt or damage and one hundred fourteen dollars and seventy-nine cents, costs of
suit, and will be sold at public auction at the
office of Geo. M. Warren, in Castine. insaidi
county, on Saturday, the 28th day of December, a. d. 1901, at 10 o'clock in ibe forenoo%
as the
property of said Marshall S. Hinckley
the following described real estate situated m
said Bluehill, and all the right, title and interest which said Marshall ft. Hinckley has or
had in and to the same on the lTth day of
May, a. d. 1892, at 6 o'clock and 30 minutes in
the afternoon when the same was attached on
the original writ, to wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of Winfield 8. Hinckley’s land on the southerly side
of the highway leading to Penobscot; thence
by said Hinckley’s land southerly to land of
Arch W. Hinckley and Pelatiah Mason to land
of Winfield ft. Hinckley: thence by laml of
Winfield ft. Hinckley to land of Joseph N.
Curtis; thence by land of said Curtie to the
highway; thence by the highway easterly to.
the first*mentioned bound.
Allard Staples.
Deputy Sheriff.
—

£

__

I>e«r I*l*i.

Sub.

State op
25,1901.

SHERIFF’S SALE.
Maine, Hancock ss.

E.

Dec. 2.
Seawall

by Maria Bunker, of Franklin.

JLegal Notice*.

poorly

Arthur, younger son of George E. Stanley, died Wednesday, after a short illness.
Monday’s tide was the highest seen in
this town for years. The water flowed
right over the carrying-place, which is

gone to Bar Harbor

other.

long time, is greatly improved.

where he has been for

ague.

Subscriptions

THE

re-

(iuiildutiuro.

West Eden.
M. G. Joy

by arrangement with the magazine, Success, which has made exclusive clubbing contracts,
exceptional offers are extended to our readers
at extraordinarily low prices based on heavy subscription guarantees. We assure our readers that these pent the above
sc- small a cost.
will begin with issues requested, whenever possible to supply
cannot be obtained in any other way at
Send in your orders early .with names of the magazines,
with the issue of the month following that in which the subscriptions are receivedand
be
the
dub
are
to
sent,
to
which
price.
they
or addresses

Address all orders to

Sargentville the past season, has

Dec. 9.

TO OUR READERS

valuable Christmas present than

employed

where

£ive

no more

been

Mrs. L. W. and Miss Beatrice Biaisdel
left for the South last Monday. They bav<
arrived safely at Washington, D. C-

optimistic.

friends

lias

_

who has

hearing.
Dec. 9.

|

make to your

Ho

Dec. 2.

Bowden,

Farmington, N. H., where be has been to
spend Thanksgiving with bis parents.
E. D. Bunker was in Bangor last week.
He will! make another trip there this
week.'LHe is receiving treatment for hit-

What is “Success99?

rtruss

Rose

Charles

S“jf
B^

Success is the brightest, most up-to-date, and most profusely illustrated monthly
! published. It is read with eagerness by the father, the mother, the older sons and
I daughters, and even the children, containing, as it does, a wealth of material interIt already reaches nearly 300,000 homes—over
i
csting to all ages and classes.
It is bright, cheerful and
Inspiration and life are in
1 500,000 readers.
thousand different ways, direct and indirect, it tells how to lay
every page. In a
in
life—how
success
to
climb
the
true
ladder of achievement.
of
the foundation
Its contributors include the best known names in politics, religion, science, art,
men
of
Business
and
the highest standing—
literature, and industry.
professional
to readers of
men who will write for no other periodical,—are willing to
I Success the benefit of their wide and valuable experience. A senes of articles upon
“Careers’* will form a special feature of Success for 1903. The illustrations in
1 Success are bv the best artists in the country. The inspiration of a lifetime has
come to thousands of Success readers through their investment of one dollar %—its
yearly subscription price.

can

called to

the illness of

Sargent.

SLBS I

Iheaddrcs*
A 8UGOE5TION—You

moved to

Capt. Willard Staples arrived home
Thursday. His vessel, the “Maud H.
Dudley,” is discharging a load of cypress
Pe- at Providence, R. I., where they arrived
htr Tuesday from Jacksonville.

mother.

Miss Bessie

winch

periodicals

Hinht hpria

Monday, cemetery fence,

boarding lor thejwinter with Mrs. Susan

A new subscription to Review of Reviews, a new subscription to Current Literature, and a new or renewal subscripm^TiTi itiaVC
I 1 U I IUAj tion to New England Magazine, may lie substituted each mr the other. Any of the dollar magazines above described
A subscription to Success, either new or renewal, must be included in every order.
ne «or the other, except SUCCESS.

il

was

School commenced last
jt'nr

C..U.

50 |H*r jeiir

by

Miss Grace Bunker

of Reviews.Current Literature.and the North American Review.
potions may be either new or r fvewai,except tothe Review
of these three magazines may renew their subscriptions by adding $/.oo, for each
must be new, hut present subscriber* to any
named. Transfers from one member of the family to another are not accepted as new subscriptions
the
combination
prices
to
iubscriptun,
,

^Pr^r|AL
a

annum.

here last

East Sullivan.

may be substituted.
la
trtsrkcr*. lawytrn, an,1 otkrr prefWnuinnal
TM> OyfKU i* ruprrtallj
nUi bn kept in raariaat luurh «ilh tk«
au.l oMusrn, a*, in rrailing tkror usngnith.
ssurld of thought on ail U« huralag ^u.-.tluu, »{ th, day.

in each issue, the
koi>TII AMERICAN REVIEW presents
aalaxv ai articles upon world-problems to be found in any
huine or abroad. Each is written by the one person in the
For eightyi-nt to w rite upon that particular subject.
m
•’
North Americas has guided public opinion in this
■*_._» ...ijtorial management is the most successful in

V
uu-,Y

H
worm
seven V

^
1\

per

THE
[ ri

Biuebill.

nobscot last week

to

No.American Review (new) 5.00
Leslie’s

have returned

into the W. R.
Walker house at Brooksviile.

Alton

Literature (new)
] Current
Any two of the dollar magazines described may be substituted.

•"OfVfY*

family

and

Ira Cousins has moved

South

OUR GREATEDUCATIONALOFFER
; SUCCESS,
Review of Reviews

deeply

Mrs. May Green and
Mrs.
Winnie
Dr. George Anderson has returned from
Dolliver, with their children, came up Boston, after a stay of several months.
from Bar Harbor to attend the funeral of
Miss Ethel Dolliver, who for some time
their nephew, David Douglass.
has been with her aunt in Greenwich,
Dec. 9.
C.
R. I., where she has been attending

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING is a magazine title whuh exactly describes its contents. It treats of the wa r* and means of r.iaKmg the home
u
pl.,ce of (i-light. describing and illustrating hundreds of tlmsc litti.“kinks wh-h neighbors exchange with each other. It is well printed
and richly illustrated. Monthly, f/.oofsr annum.

Englander

91.00

Doyle

David Douglass, only son of Mrs. N. P.
Douglass, died Wednesday.

per JCJIP

annum.

I.Vtorir
.VH.ns »nd

To the Voice of Ellsworth

Harry Dority, with

I

turned home.

iv»r

”

went to

C.

Brookttvllle.

home from

at

W 1.00

~Wkenk

sympathy o( all.

spring.

emy.

THE DEAIGNER is one of the leading fashion ni ■■•>z»ne*. of the
country. It contains beautifully colored engravings of the h'.est l aiisian
and New ) ork fashions and descriptions of fabrics, cost in » designs, and
millinery for women and children. It also contains man' h. toehold departmenta of general interest and value. Monthly. %ijMpcr annum,

THE

short

of water.

taught by Miss Grace Stover.
Misses Chrissie Gott and Jean Condon
have gone to Biuebill to attend the acad-

__

r nn
u-uu

with

for

/■

>

on

was

Cora, wife of J. P.
Allen. She was married but about a year.
Mr. Allen also was very dangerously ill

until

School commenced

r
gH.OO

C.

to my

learn of the death of

Atlantic.

Walter

F«1 lE'ft POPULAR MONTHLY
now »n
hity-second volume, is another of the
great modern monthlies which have given America
its leadership in magazine-making. Its editorial
prolor
the
coming year embraces features second
gram
in interest to no other
periodical, while its illustrations will continue to be the highest
expressions of
magazine art. Monthly, fi.oo per annum.

Other Attractive Offers

o° *M*r

lVw.

scarcity

a

Mrs. Otis Douglass

M
.!.

account of

on

Miss Emma Walker is quite ill.

I
its

annum.

the

14-year-old daughter who suffered
Miss Gladys L. Carter, of the east side, from kidney and urinary weakness ever
and Owen McDonnell, of Brooklin, were since she
was 4 years of age, cum plainmarried in Sedgwick Sunday, Dec. 1, by
ing of her back hurting her, headache*
Rev. E. 8. Drew.

Schooner “Adam Bowlby”, Capt. L. F.
Hutchinson, arrived from Boston Monday. She will remain in Orcutt’s harbor

"'

FRANK

IF

hten

fflrfcual.

diseases.

Jen.

Sedgwick.

Harold Bates, who has been at work in
Bangor, is at home for the winter.

*

91.00

cam*

is

Dec. 9.

$^%.50

Only

a

tr

%

J en.

_

Jennie Tracy has returned home
visit to relatives in Chicago and

Mrs.

Mrs. J*
tf "*

K'-ut

On November 21 a little <1>
to gladden the hearts and
home of C. E. Perkins and w
Dec. 9.

Mr. and

evening.

t-rm

months.

Mrs. Whitaker have the best wishes of al,

Orin Roberts and Valerious Black each
lost

North

THE COSMOPOLITAN is a leader
among the great monthly
magazines, covering every, branch of human interest with timely, suggestive, wel. written, and finely illustrated articles by the best authors.
It is so widely known, through its
many years of successful life, as tbneed
no further description.
Monthly, }i.oo per annum „■ ...
-g

CURRENT LITERATURE is the leading litIt gives its readers the
erary monthly of America.
Its reviews of
cream of the lies! things published.
new books keep one posted as to what is newest and
No one can make a mistake in d**v*-nding upon
best
C'i. RRKNT I.lTKKATt /RE for his knowledge of the
worlds literary achievement.
Monthly, fj.oo fsr

4

1.00 For

stituted for The Household.

t+r annum.

waas-.

tSgS
Z3C#

(

Household,
7

•a

5=
Worth

2.00

The Cosmopolitan, Frank I. eslie’s Popular Monthly,
The Desitmer, or flood Housekeeping may be sub*

THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS is the mdispensible
magazine.
It discusses, and clearly explains the political, social, and literary news of
the work!- Every issue is liberally illustrated with portraits, maps, cartoons, and timely pictures ot places »n the public eye.
Monthly, fjjo

III

j\

Current l iterature (new).or New England Magaz»ne may be substituted for Review of Reviews.

tind the

.OO i»rr yr.tr

.

R^iew of Reviews (new)

c

*1

--

OUR GREAT FAMILY OFFEK.
$1.00
SUCCESS,
$H&g

(For
I

held in the

was

Dec*
teacher*

for tbe wi»

Harry, Infant son of Mr.
W. Pettee, died Thursday, a.

their friends.

There was an entertainment and supper
at the Methodist chapel at Cape Rozler

Ml

opened

H. Smith, of Fast Suit

drug store and got Doan’s K fluey Pills.
By the time she had taken two boxes she
was very much improved.
They u.u xier a
Wednesday evening.
great amount of good, more than anyThe scallop fishermen are having cold,
thing she ever used.”
rough weather, but are getting a fair
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents.
price in the New York market.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
defunct
stone
and
has
moved
it
company,
The winter terms of school commenced
this week, Miss E. J. Bates teacher at No. here, where they have a quarry for getting agents for the U. S.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
paving.
4 and Miss Lillian Gray at No. 5.

of THE GREAT SUCCESS CLUBBING
OFFERS, by which annual subscriptions to several magazines
may be obtained for the price of one. Last season more than
300,000 people took advantage of the remarkable SUCCESS offers.

Subscriptions

L

E.

and the

for workers

J. S. Condon’s mill is running

advantages

4ff

marriec

were

2,

On#

to

mo

Mrs. Millie Guptill, who has
spent ills, can be relieved and cured Read what
ready response to the call several weeks with her father, Oliver
one Ellsworth citizen says:
highly appreciated. The Sargent, of towuship No. 8, who has been
next meeting will be held Wednesday
Mrs. Philina Moon, residing < n the Survery ill, has returned. Her father’s conevening with Mrs. Leslie Wilson.
dition is much improved.
ry ro id, a short distance on ibis side of
Schooner “Lillian”, Capt. D. F. NorIra Shaw sold his steam stave mill on East Surry, in the new white o»- tage overwood, will take away this week the last of Chicken Mill stream, to Dunbar Bros. & looking the
bay, says: “I read n. veral acthe sardines which have been packed here
Cleaves, of Sullivan, Saturday.
They counts in the newspapers about mothers
this summer by the Underwood Co.
have also bought land near the mill
recommending Doan’s Kidncn Pills for
Dec. 2.
Anon.
and expect to begin lumbering operations
children in cases of kidney and urinary
soon.
►
South BrookNYtlle.

tended,

time

MAQAZINES MAY BE SENT TO DIFFERENT ADDRESSES IF DESIRED

Wakefield has
for the winter.

Pinkerton, at the home of the brMe’t
parents, Wilmot Rolfe and wife. Are*

“Louisa Frances”,Capt. Orcutt,
loading with gravel for Portland.
The smelters are repairing their tents
and preparing for the season’s fishing.

in

our

Kolfe

Thursday afternoon, Nov. 28, by Rev. J.

is

are

E.

Screech

School

Elizabeth

trude

Schooner

contract

C.

Tracy returned home Tuesday
been visiting his brother, M. H

He haa

The members of the R. C. are feeling
well pleased over the success with which
it has met since its organization in the
early fall. The meetings are well at-

“

Qlld HoW !'Best to \Spend It
with the magazine SUCCESS,
special
BY enabled
extend
readers (exclusively
this section)

Birch Harbor.
1

Tracy, in Portland.
Brewer Sparling received the book giver
by the medicine company to the mosl
popular Grand Army man.
John Emery Whitaker and MisB Ger-

Miss Stevens, of Belfast, is visiting at
L. Haskell’s.

Your Magazine Money”

other page

see

Charles

F.

-

County News,

Ooulrtaboro.

persons.

publishers at once vessels, valued, with their cargoes, at f3.will receive all the weekly issues of The 139,610, and rendered assistance of minor
to 548 other vessels in distress,
Companion for the remainder of 1901, as importance
besides warning from danger 231 vessels.
well as the beautiful Companion calendar The cost of t he maintenance of the
service
tor 1902.
was f 1.640,013 74.

.114 and 116 Boylston St, Boston.

Sabucrilit!

printed

English speaking
world have been enlisted as contributors,
while the work of an unprecedented number of net? and promising writers has also
been secured.
Thus the constantly increasing demand for tbe best reading
suited to all members of the intelligent
American household will be fully met.
More than fifty special articles, by such
men as President
Roosevelt, Secretary
Long, Bishop Potter and Lyman J. Gage,
Secretary of the Tressury, will be given
during the year, besides fully two hundred stories by the most popular writers
of fiction.
Every issue of The Companion
men

$225.
Only
EASY

tree.

arranged

and

from which one can readily judge if thi
paper will be worth its cost for the coming year. The names and writers of tb«
principal contributions are given, and on«
cannot look through the twenly-eighl
pages of this prospectus without feeling
that The Companion will be more Interesting, more Instructive and more inspiring than ever in the past.
The Youth'* Companion has now entered upon its fourth quarter of a century.
As in the past, so for 1902 the foremost

Entirely New,
THIS
■ I HO PIANO
r l/\isvr,
with Chair and

of

already

been

COUNTY NEWS.

fV»r Additional County Newt, tee other pa?et
The Service Made a Splendid Showing In the Past Year.
M«Klnl
or.
The annual report of the general
superMrs. James Eaton is spending a few
intendent of the life saving service for the
days at Northeast Harbor. ,
year 1901 shows the smallest loss of life
from documented vessels suffering disasHigh school is In session, with Clarence
ter since the general extension of the ser- Dow teacher. Quite a number of pupilc
vice, and also with respect to vessel* of are attending.
all classes, including the undocumented,
F. D. Cleveland, representing the Wilwith the exception of the years 1880, 1886 liam Underwood Co., of Boston, was he«
and 1888.
on business last week.
The average number of lives lost annuSchooner “J. B. Norris”, Capt. L. H.
ally during the entire period of twenty- Holmes, sails this week for Qloucestei
flve years was thirty-seven, one life
having with fish for Richardson Bros.
been lost in every thirteen casualties,
Miss Gertrude Knowlton and Misses
while the number lost during the past
Daisy and Lula Richardson, students at
was
year
seventeen, or one in every forty- the M. C.
I., are at home on a brief vacalive casualties. From documented vessels
tion.
alone the number lost was only seven to
A very enjoyable dance was held here
every fifty-four casualties. The number
of casualties to documented vessels was Thanksgiving evening. Music was fur37? There were on board these vessels nished by Atherton. Chicken supper w'rb
served.

__

Pauper Node..
herebxj

undersigned
gives notice that ha
has contracted with tMb city of Ellsworth,
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing
year, ami has made ample provision for their
support. He therefore forbid? all persona from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his aecount, as without hia written order, ha will ray
for no goods so furnished. Habkx 8.-Jomc#.

THE

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

County Sewn,

nee

other page*.

Isaac

H. Homer has resigned from the

appointed

board of selectmen and been
succeed the late Lemuel

T. Dorr

as

to

liquor

agent.
Tbomas G. Arey, one of the beat-known
citizens of Bucksport, died Monday, aged
He has been fir
seventy-seven years.
many years head of the firm of T. G. Arey
&

Son,

A Romance In Which
ident tn

Bu«Kai>ort.

y?

hardware dealers.

a

h

Res-

Summer

Principal.

Deer

Ftnny Kayoe

and Miss

tbe

romance

Herzog, with bis father,

Mr.
sum-

Stouington.
cottage
to a large
heiress
Miss
McComb is
Jnat now
estate.
share of a fl5.000,000
t he»e t wo young people are central ligures
iu

mer

their

in a romance

near

in which the courts and Miss
figure in New York

McComb’s father wiil

The fishing schooner “T. M. Nicholson” city. It appears that Miss McComb’s
of this plsce, put into North Sydney,' N.
father was opposed to her marriage with
8., last Friday, for repairs. In a gale the Mr. Herzog, as tbe following codicil to
schooner lost main boom and gaft, and
his will shows;
sails were split.
Everything movable
was swept sway from decks, including
**I»i case my daughter Fanny shall marry Mr.
of
fish.
quantity
Louis Herzog the provision which site shall en‘Pat- joy from my estate shall 1>« as follows: An an
The Hamburg-American liner
shall be paid to her as
a
ricia”, which arrived at Cherbourg, Eng., nuity of #15,0»0 year
as «die shall live free and clear from any
#Ust Wednesday, reports sighting in mid- long
ti. enjoyment or interference on the part of her
ocean the BuckMport Kuuwuw “W
f’ard”, abandoned and waterlogged. It is hunbaed.
believed iho crew btd b*en taken iff
The ’‘Card” was blown off while bound
with
f -m Bangor for Wareham, Masa
1 tuber. Capt. Franklin H. Lowell, of
Luoksport, had his wife and a niece with
i m.

telegram Friday afternoon, announced
the death of Samuel Nicholson, at the
Massachusetts general
hospital Friday
morning after but a few days’ illness
Mr. Nicholson was born in tbis town
June 16, 1859, but for several years has
A

Miss McComb not marry Mr.
her income Is computed at fllO,-

Should

Herzog,

will

is

pending

now

in

father, Capt. Angus Nicholson, who resides in Scotland, one brother, Thomas M,
and one sister, Miss Ann M., of Boston,
survive. The remains were brought here
for burial.

Philadelphia.

made bis home in

Besinee

Bostou.

his

_

SEMINARY

NOTES.

During the past wee«, the different
literary societies have met and elected
their officers as follows:
L.
Eulahan
society—President,
Mayo; vice-president, Gertrude Parkins;
secretary, Alice H <skeil; treasurer, Marion
Hutchins; executive committee, Gertrude
Perkins, Ethel Harnman, Hattie Cook;
question committee, Grace Kamsdell,
Helen Page, Mary Sails.
The Calorhetorian society
President,
W. R. Koix; vice-president, George Montgomery; secretary, A. B. Luce; treasurer,
Eva

courts.
care

partner

County Xm *

s<o

other

nay Hi on a

renews;

waraen,

performed
A
new
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EARLY
U 00 YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
will do

|

institute

was

held

at

§2
2j§

the

State

board

the

—E

gS
EfE S

gg

getting

First,
Jackets,
Full

Josephine

been

home, after

Dunbar

guest of

*

an

has

gone

Saturday.
Harold Kenniston shot another
deer one day last week.

ab-

to

of

visit our

cloak Itoom.

All

Coats,

Three-quarters

and

Length

Newmarkets

and Itag-

CLOVES —Men's,

Women's and

Children's, hll popular goods, in
Wool, Kid and leather.
ITair Brushes and Combs from 50c.

53

the

r r

to *5.

Mrs.

Mercerized
Sateen. Taffeta and Brilliantine
CUT PRICES.

j Shirt waists—Flannel and
j

|
SilkoMne at IS 1-2 cts. per yard—our
15c.

HANDKERCHIEFS—

grade.

Silk Handkerchiefs, l'iain,
Hemstitched, all grades.

For Men, Women and Children, all1
in ■•dlk. Linen and Cotton. ;

grades

Japanese,

SOAPS IN FANCY BOXES.

|

i
j

sleeve Elastics in
50 cts.

Fancy lloxes,

Stand Covers,
ered and

Fur Department.

Perkins,
George E.
Perkins, is seriously ill with smallpox in
son

sj|
gS

and

GIVERS.

Plain, Hemmed, Hemstitched, Iui
which brings them down to a scale of
tial, Embroidered. Ijvce and Brobargains far below their actual worth.
caded—over 500 dozen of them—
Price from 3c. to t2 apiece.
Fancy Hat Pins, 10, 25 and 50 cts.
Chatelaine Bags.25, 50. 75, II, It 50, $2,
12 50 add It
Shopping Bags, 50, 75, ft, SI 50 and 12.
Handkerchief Boxes, Celluloid, Willow
and Leatherette, 10, 25, 50 up to |2.

Whitmore, of Bucksport, is
her sister, Mrs. Georgia

Elias

Department.

lans. Capes, suits. Dress and Walking
Skirts, Children's and Misses’ Carments, you will find there in large assortment marked down to a figure

ill is

Dodge.

and

GIFT

I

of several weeks.

Miss

TO

HINTS

grange.
Dec. 10.

is at

goods told of in each
prices are absolutely

Hancock

Cloak

has

fl|
g3

splendid

tlie best value for the least money, we would say that the
every item are new and desirable as well as the best of the kind, and that the
lowest for which dependable goods of their character can be sold.
for

The
meetings
county.
though not
largely attended on account of bad travinelling were both interesting and
structive. Following the evening session
Secretary McKeen and Prof. Gowell were
given a reception by members of the

Ezra Conner who

3s

and

agriculture,

from

|

STORE.

have gathered
With the experience of many years of successful Christmas trading to guide us, we
for
for this year’s Holiday selling, from every quarter of the globe that could be laid under contribution
for
Holiday buying.
the purpose, a magnificent array of the choicest of staple and fancy articles suitable
Of the
Christmas shopping menu set forth on this page for buyers with a keen appetite

j E^

Thursday afternoon and
Secretary B. Walker McKeen,
board of

it at

wise you

are

M. CALLERT’S

North Haven to.teach.
The home of David Dodge and wife has
been gladdened by the birth of a girl.

pagea

« u

Hinckley

__^

is

grange bail

eveuing.

the
nu

E. A.

the ceremony.

farmers*

sence

Amherst.
oniiJCB

Mra.

_
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and if you

The marriage of Miss Sarah F. Bowden,
only daughter of Nathaniel Bowden, and
Percy Ward well, of North Castine, took *
place Friday evening at the home of Rev.
Mr. Garland, of North Peuobscot, who

improving.
Roy Webster

—

v*.

ing the winter.
librarian.

___

|iiiiiiimimiiiiiii iiimrtUMiiiiiiiHiiiHiiiHiiiiimMimiuiimiiMMiiimiiuHiiiiHHimiiimmHoi"*"'*""”"1*

A travelling library from the State library baa beeu procured for use here dur-

Mrs. Annie

day

party of young people

Harry Bowden and wife, who have been
visiting Mrs. Bowden s father in East
Buckeport, came home Saturday.

Mrs.

COUNTY NEW S.
additional

a

Friday evening.

North Castine.

A friend of Mr. Herzog in Maine received a letter from him this week, and
the
announcement of hla marriage to
Miss McComb, who dared to sacrifice
rnouey rather than love, is expected any
day. It is thought that they will pass
part of their honeymoon in Rockland

tor

amt

Weacott and Mies Eleanor Wes-

William

cott entertained

of

the

Miss McComb says she doesn’t
wehther the courts rule in her faLouis Heizog is very wealthy
vor or not.
himself, and there is no doubt but whst
the happy lovers, when
wedded, can
manage to secure an income of f50.000 or
f75,000 a year between them. Mr. Herof Andrew
z g’s father was once a
Carnegie iu the steel business, and the
Herzogs are one of tbe leading families of

other page*

Prof. G. M. Go well, of Orono, were the
speakers.
They were introduced by
Nahum Hinckley, of Bluehill, member

a year.
But the young lovers sre
to be married before New Year’s, decision or no decision, for the interpetatioti

the

are

Eben Hale la ill with tonsilitls.

Mrr*.

of the State

000

of

A>»r*.

Itlurhlll.

North

McComb.
spent last

County

For additional

Isle ta interested
of Louis Herzog, tbe Philadelphia artist,
in

abbrttiirnunt,.

COUNTY NEWS.

ISLK INTKRKSTED.

DKKK

stamped,
plain, from 25c.

25 and

embroidto 91.

Storm Skirts from $2.50 to $7.50

large
Taffeta Silk Waists from 93 50 to 90.
Rhoades; chaplain, R. H. Eiwell; ways
means committee,
Rolx, Wiggin,
Boston.
The same in l’eau de Soie at 95
second, visit our i- ur Department.
executive
committee,
Rboadea,
Kendall;
Mrs. Mabel Laughlin,of Eddington, was
in
WELLS
Aluminum,
Miss Grace Redman, who has been Furs always were and always will be INK
and 90 50.
Bridges, Sawyer; music committee, Farn- here
visiting relatives Friday and Satur- living with Miss Martha
ham, Fe'lows and Montgomery; athletic
Bronzed, Oxidized, Enameled Metal, Tam O’Shanters, 50Jand so cts.
Wescott, hns re- a telling feature of women's '"wearday.
committee, Kendall, Wiggin, Higgins.
turned home. She has resumed her place just now they are the vogue. Our furs
etc., 25c. to $1.
Toques at 50 cts.
J. P. Grover and wife, of Brewer, were
Achyilian society—President, Mattie
as organist in the grange.
combine the elegance and completeSmith; vice-president, Alyce Bell; secre- in town last week, guests of their daughTooth Brushes from 5 to 50 cts.
JEWELRY
the latest and l>est
Dec. 9.
L.
tary, Josie Sipprelle; treasurer, Faye ter. Mrs. Susie Treadwell.
ness of up-to-date fashion, with the
Littlefield; executive committee, Misses
selling novelties in Brooch Pins.
RUGS FROM $1 to $15.
I practical yro]>erties of specially by low
Mrs. F. E. Mace, of Great Pond, and
Webb, Myrtella Smith, Bell; music comWaltham.
Buckles, etc.
mittee, Misses Sipprelle, Webber, Mc- little son Bryan, were the guests of her
M. K. Haslem lost a valuable horse re- prices.
Clothes from 25c. to 91.
Misses
fray
committee,
Mrs.
Seth
Donald; question
Kenniston, Friday.
sister,
Here is a part of the list:
Laundry Bags.
cently.
Staples, Maud Littlefield, Links.
Toilet Sets from 50c. to 95.
Schools closed Friday after successful
Electric'Seal
reduced
Lamb
Wool
soles.
Coats, special
Cbrestomat heau society—President, C.
B. S. Jelllson and wife, of Ellsworth
A. Preble; vice-president, J. A. Larsen; terms of fourteen weeks. District No. 1
prices at Ml 50, *2."., *30. *85, *42 50. Battenburg I -ace, Thread, Patterns.! Trays, Ebonoid. Japanese, Aluminum,
Falls, were in town Sunday.
from 25c. to 91.
secretary, S. E. Preble; treasurer, A. L. was taught by Miss Bernice Smith, of Sul1
Cluster scarfs, *1 50, *2, *2 50, *3, #5 Manicure Sets in
Dennis Reynolds, of Ellsworth Falls, is
Fancy Boxes from
Harris; question committee, N. C. May- livan, and No. 2 by Mrs. Flora Crockett,
up to *25.
*,Af* fn
nard, A. L. Harris, J. W. Tripp; executive of Dedham. The winter terms will opeu employed by Mrs. Nancy Haslem.
I
I
Isabella Boas from *5 to *25.
l>er yard.
committee, F. O. Ward, R. D. Thurston, in two weeks.
Mirrors from 50c. to $2 50.
Gilman Jordan and Wilson Googins,
E. A. Coope-, F. R. Fuller; athletic comScarfs, *5 to *15.
Shaped
and Edwin ConVivian
Kenniston
Miss
with a crew of men, have moved into the
mittee, W. D. Bragg, J. W. Tripp.
nor were married Friday evening at 7 30
Muffs, *3 to *20.
NECKWEAR We have a large line
woods for the winter.
The Calorbetorian and Eulalian socieo’clock at tbe home of the bride’s parents,
Children’s Sets from *1 to *5.
for Men, Women and Children.
Wrappers from 00c. to $2 50.
ties will bold a joint meeting Friday,
Miss Minnie and Mrs. Eugene Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. Seth A. Kenniston, in the
Neck Huffs in Black, and Black and Work Boxes from 26c. to $3.
Dec. 20.
of North Ellsworth, were the guests of M.
presence of a large number of relatives snd
Bev. Fredeiic Peary officiated. K. Haslem and wife Sunday.
friends
White at $i, $1 50, #2, $•_> so, $3, Whisk Brooms from 10 to 50 eta.
East ilrlntiit.
The bride was gowned prettily in white
and $3 50.
Dec. 9.
H.
Ladies’ Dressing Jack.
Mrs. Fred Pickering is in very poor organdie over white taffeta
The wedding
MDv4
Needle Cases, 25, 50 and 75 cts.
Writing Boxes. Box Paper and En* ’CAlj
was a pretty one.
Following the cere- 8toutnj?ton.
health.
Bath
Silk
ets,
Holies,
mony the evening waa socially spent
velopes. Ink Wells.
Miss
Sadie Colby, daughter of William
Waists, Silk and Mareen, Petti- PHOTO
George White is attending the E. M. C. Refreshments were served. Music helped
values at
With good wisnes Colby, and Emery J. Eaton, captain of coats.
to enliven the occasion.
seminary.
Toilet Cases from 10c. to $2.50
$1, $1 50 and $2 50
for the young couple, the happy party steam yacht
"Narada”, were married at
Mrs. Melvin Gray, of North Biuehill, if broke
The bride is a popular young
up
the home of the bride here this forenoon.
for
Mrs.
Drusilla
Mason.
a
of
of
tbe
town,
Castine
working
graduate
PETTICOATS—Some special values in j
lady
The
normal school. Mr. Connor is also a grad- The house was prettily decorated.
Arthur Dunbar went hunting Saturday
Black and Colored Mercerized at $1,
uate of Castine.
bride was attended by
Miss
Georgia
and returned in a short time with a deer
$1 25, $1 50, $2. $2 50, $3, and $3 50.
Dec. 9.
Coombs and Miss Ethel Cousins as bridesaud a wildcat.
|
Plush Balls, all colors, best quality, at !
maids. The bride’s gown was of white
Built extra good for the Christmas
Charles Gibbs arrived home Saturday Hancock.
with lace trimmings.
After the
lOcts. per dozen.
trade. The handles and trimmings are
than Table
No prettier presents
A pretty home wedding took place at silk,
from Grand Lake stream, where he has
been lor several weeks.
tbe residence of Mr. and Mrs. Charles ceremony, a wedding repast whs served Linen, Napkins, Towels, Bedspreads, Pompadour Combs, to, 15 and 25 cts.
the very
latest.
When a man or
The bride and
Dec. 9.
While Paine, at Holbrook, Mass., Wed- at the Sunset house.
M.
in which we show an enormous assort- Pillow Tope and Slips.
woman has everything else, they usleft tbe same day for a wedding
groom
when
their
Nov.
Down Pillows, 50c. to $1.50
27,
nesday evening,
ment.
ually think very kindly of an Umbrella.
daughter, Miss Lottie May Paine, was trip.
tLtmcTUscmtT.ia.
married to George B. Pettengill, a wellWe have over 250 to choose from,
The following is an indexed Price
MOUTH OK THK R1VKK.
known young man of Brockton. Mass.,
PURSES and
List of the largest part of our
s< n of the late Melville E. Pettengill, of
YOU GET UP
Hezekiah Staples is very feeble.
Rev. Warren Francis Lowe,
Hancock.
POCKET BOOKS. specially adapted for presents. Prices
of Boston, formerly pastor of the Winfrom 61 50 to 66 50.
James Garland is ill with bronchitis.
WITH A LAME BACK ? throp
church, officiated, the ring service
62, 62 50 and 63 are of extra good
Special attention is called to this asGeorge Fullerton Is spending a few days
being used. Miss Hattie Barton was ring
bearer, and tbe twins,
Nellie ana in Brewer this week.
values.
sortment.
Aprons, 25, 37 1-2, 50 up to *1.
We carry in these the
Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable. Nettie Barton, were
maid-- of honor, the
and Garters, 25 and 50 cts.
cheapest to the very finest In qualThere will be a Christmas tree at the Arm Bands
three sisters being nieces of the bride.
Almost everybody who reads the news- The bride was prettily gowned in white Fullerton achoolhonse Christmas eve.
Baskets from 10c. to *2.
ity. We have them in all sizes and
rv*re
i<e ciim
tnnu/
men/l»^..l
Bwiss muslin trimmed with white satin
Miss Sadie Fullerton, of this place, was Card Cases, 25 to 75 cts.
shapes, from the long bill Isxik for
i cures
ribbon and lace applique
She carried a
made by Dr.
Celluloid Boxes from 25c. to *2.
men to the smallest purse for chilKilmer's Swamp-Root, bouquet of rose a. The maids of honor married at Brewer. Nov. 27. to Amhr<iM>
dren. Prices from 5c. to $i.
the great kidney, liver and ring-bearer wore dainty dresses of McDonald, formerly of Prince Edward Celluloid Glove, Handkerchief and
Island. Tbe ceremony was performed at
Necktie Boxes, 25, 50, 75. and *1.
; and bladder remedy.
ribbon, and carried white chrysantheIt is the great medimum*.
Immediately after the ceremony, tbe Catholic church in Brewer, Rev. H. H. Cut-work Scarf Doilies, 10, 15, 20, 25,
cal triumph of the nine- the couple received the congratulations of Hamaker
officiating. Mias Fullerton was
35, 50 and *1.
1 teenth century: dis- friends. About seventy-five were in atattended by Miss Mary Brown as bridesof
Exhibits. AstonClocks,Fancy Design, *1, *1 50, *2
L covered after years of tei dance, including relatives from Han- maid.
Gregory McDonald acted as best
scientific research by cock. After the reception Mr. and Mrs.
and *3.
Leaders.
ishing
Pettengill left, amid a shower of rice and man. The bride wore blue with white
[ Dr. Kilmer, the emi- good
These make pretty presents. This
Dressing and Pocket Combs, all prices. We are offering an enormous assortwishes, for their new home in Brock- •ilk trimmings.
The bridesmaid was
nent kidney and bladment of Kibbons—the largest in the assortment is too choice and
ton. They were the recipients of many
10c. to *1.
attired in brown trimmed with white Dolls from
der specialist, and is
magnifipresents.
city—in all grades of
cent to hurry through. You want to
satin and lace. Mr. McDonald is beater Eiderdown Dressing Sacques from 50c.
wonderfully successful In promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid trouThere will be a masquerade ball and
select
them with care.
to *3.
Brices from
engineer of tbe Eastern manufacturing
bles and Bright's Disease, which Is the worst supper at town hall Friday evening,
25c. to 62.50.
company’s paper mill at South Brewer.
Dec. 20.
form of kidney trouble.
for
the
FANS—Special
bargains
SATIN.
TAFFETA. LIBERTY
Tbe newly-wedded couple received many
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not rec- M tllMt.
Holiday trade.
and FANCY RIBBONS.
gifts.
ommended for everything but if you have kidSumner Spurling has gone to Franklin
ney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
CURTAINS and PORisland, where he will stay a while with his
LAKEWOOD.
Fancy Pillow Tops, 25 and 50 cts.
just the remedy you need. It has been tested brother, keeper of the light there.
in so many ways, in hospital work, in
Cords.
Celluloid and Metal.
Boxes,
Soap
Fancy,Pillow
private
line we
Frank Wilbur shot a deer last ThursWard Newman has just returned from a
practice, among the helpless too poor to purFooting for Handkerchiefs.
i-acques for Infants from 25c. to *1.
chase relief and has proved so successful in gunning trip in the vicinity of Bedding- day.
have ever shown.
*
with
handsome
deer
ton
two
which he
Charles O. Garland bas gone to Bangor
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper shot. He left Monday morning for Bos- to attend business
college.
Our centre tables will be loaded with many fancy articles, which it is imi>ossible to think of
who have not already tried it, may have a ton.
or to
John Tourtlotte and his family are liv- =E
Charles
of
the
“C.
B.
bottle
sent
free
enumerate in an advertisement. Sufficient we are showing a larger, better and more novel
Capt.
Stanley,
also
a
book
sample
by mail,
assortment
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to Wood”, and John Reed, who was with him ing in Alex Btarkey’s hoiv>e this winter.
=E
suitable for holiday gifts than other dealers. We still keep the high standard of
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble. as cook, came home last week, leaving the
anything we oiler for
Mrs. Sarah Moore, of East Blutbill,
When writing mention reading this generous vessel in Portland for the winter.
sale. Our customers are assured of getting correct merchandise at the lowest possible
^
visited relatives and friends here recently. EE
E*
prices
erst?*offer in this paper and
The Baptist society held a sociable and
There was no preaching in tbe chapei
send your address to
“mortgage burning” at the VanDuzen
Sunday, owing to the illness of Elder
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bin gcottage Wednesday evening. There was a Garland.
hamton, N. Y. The
thanksgiving service in appreciation/of
the fact that the mortgage on the parsonregular fifty cent and n im. of siamg-R,**.
Mrs. Richmond Moore, of Ellsworth
dollar sizes are sold by all good druggists.
age has been cancelled.
Falls, with her three children, is visiting
Dec. 9.
E.
relatives here.
and

—
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Watches at $1.00

—

ALBUMS—Special

f

LINENS.

UMBRELLAS.

j

DO

HOLIDAY GOODS.

Sterling

1

Silver

Toilet Articles.

j

RIBBONS-

Opening

Holiday

_

_

RUGS,
TIERES, the'strongest

|E

-§

If

M.

Kutbrwk.

Henry French recently

Dea. George Garland bolds tbe record
big porkers here. He killed one last
week,tbirteen months old, which weighed

valuable

for

Mrs. Viva Blake, of Sullivan, is visiting
relatives here.
V

475

work

lost

a

horse.

Rosa Grant, who has been spendiug

Egypt,
Bunker,

week in
S. 8.

the Green Point
merits.
He is
winter.

Quite
Bangor

a

returned

home

is

cutting cord

number

are

wood

this

anticipating visiting

grange.
Dec. 9.

B.

Saturday,
her home

Isle.

Eaton died
Little Deer Isle.

Mrs. Michael

on

There will be

a

Christmas tree at

—----

the

recently purchased
Baptist church Dec. 25.
farm,
making improve- ]
At a house-warming
who

to attend t be State grange to be
held there Dec. 16 to 20.
Sister Laura
McCarty is delegate from Greenwood

North Deer

WEST ELLSWORTH.
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A Letter from Home

pounds.

a

at

Mrs. Harriet Holden died at her home
here on Monday, Dec. 9, aged sixty-four

years and nine months.
Dec. 10.

E.

|

is not

given by Mr. aud
Mrs. Harold P. Carter Saturday evening
thirty-five were present. A very pleasant
lime is

relatives and friends met at
James W. Carter’s Sunday
evening to bid good-bye to Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Carter, who started for tbeir home

Make your friends
away a Christmas present that will
hi't the year round.

THE ELLSWORTH

Mr. and Mrs.

in Minnesota

Mouday morning.

interesting to one away as
Paper,” and it comes

every week.

Mrs. Grace W. Barron, son Milton and
niece, Miss Inez tiamor, of Salisbury
Cove, spent Saturday and Sunday with
her mother, Mrs. Adeiia Wilbur, at Lakewood.

so

the “Old Home

reported.

Twenty-five

CALLERT.

Is the Old

AMERICAN,

Home Paper for Hancock

County Folks.

